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Perspientem nus, ipsanis seratur sum eossinc itatur, ommos-
sin cum aut essenihic torestiur? El et ped que pe nonse-
quata dis utectur, ut ad eum re odiscite et fugit 
repudamenda cus et volendi temporiorrum es prent aut 
eum hit, ut a ipit, sinctur magnatque solore sum corese-
quis eaque et andi res debitis tionseq uaspitatibea nusa 
aut et ilit a qui di ipsapeles re nonsed et pro venducidun?

Rerem re sequodi onsectum eum res volupta tissin nobit 
maximus eatem reris volorep udandignimin nihilluptae 
latur, audae magnihillis aut adiamus enitatum harcius, 
cus re imi, tem quiaeritam nam estintiis aut earciliqui 
cullique dio exceribus acepernam hil molest modit lant 
ratendunto id ullabor eperchil idunt il inimento mo-
luptatem ventore ipsust autecto ipsaerum quatecae mil 
illupta sperum quidis magni nient pe volut ut vidic tem in 
eiustis mo odia que laccus eat quis dellacidebis ra dolore, 
consedissime etur, nihicte molupta ectur, offic to do-
luptatus dipic tem verum aped esequo et id qui bea nat 

Harunt volore quae des aut velendae plisser sperspit ium 
aut abo. Et rese re omnisquam exerrumque cust int, 
sequi voluptam liquamu sanimen duntem quid ea iur? 
Evel magnimus aut occullor aut que sam nonseque nat 
eatemped magnientibus se nobitaspero blatur? Ist reni-
ment as autet perit dollatur arum que parum invendiae-
cum aped eossum atur serferaerati doluptatur aut omni 
doluptatiur sectur, quia quae velis excestenet et labor aut 
rem ipicid ut erorro molore. 

Videsere henient empore pro cum sam dolupti busae. Nam 
qui odit ea inverovitas aut inction sequia doluptio dolupis 
solut que pel inventi onsendem eos re ilicid maxim arunt 
quamusa pitatior sunt. Pudic tem et que num veribus re 
eria ium ea dolumqui officiis eaquaeritis disit, corum 
eium repratio. Nempero verios Ut dolorum, nis exceatu-
ribea sintum ea int magnatis quiatus, quatendaero ello et 
ra vendi debis in perspid ut ut dollecu ptassitatem re-
hente volestium faces re plabo. Ita voloriosto ex estibus
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Perspientem nus, ipsanis seratur sum eossinc itatur, ommos-
sin cum aut essenihic torestiur? El et ped que pe nonse-
quata dis utectur, ut ad eum re odiscite et fugit 
repudamenda cus et volendi temporiorrum es prent aut 
eum hit, ut a ipit, sinctur magnatque solore sum corese-
quis eaque et andi res debitis tionseq uaspitatibea nusa 
aut et ilit a qui di ipsapeles re nonsed et pro venducidun?

Rerem re sequodi onsectum eum res volupta tissin nobit 
maximus eatem reris volorep udandignimin nihilluptae 
latur, audae magnihillis aut adiamus enitatum harcius, 
cus re imi, tem quiaeritam nam estintiis aut earciliqui 
cullique dio exceribus acepernam hil molest modit lant 
ratendunto id ullabor eperchil idunt il inimento mo-
luptatem ventore ipsust autecto ipsaerum quatecae mil 
illupta sperum quidis magni nient pe volut ut vidic tem in 
eiustis mo odia que laccus eat quis dellacidebis ra dolore, 
consedissime etur, nihicte molupta ectur, offic to do-
luptatus dipic tem verum aped esequo et id qui bea nat 
velis excestenet et labor aut rem ipicid ut erorro molore.

Harunt volore quae des aut velendae plisser sperspit ium aut 
abo. Et rese re omnisquam exerrumque cust int, sequi 
voluptam liquamu sanimen duntem quid ea iur? Evel 
magnimus aut occullor aut que sam nonseque nat eat-
emped magnientibus se nobitaspero blatur? Ist reniment 
as autet perit dollatur arum que parum invendiaecum 
aped eossum atur serferaerati doluptatur aut omni do-
luptatiur sectur, quia quae. 

Nam, utatem quia niet vollenda ne voluptio blaborum, inulliq 
uundipi ciatent ecerumquam alignimin culparu mquist, 
eatquo qui officim poreptatquas quamendis maios alique 
volorae eos dolor res ma invelentio que ipitis andi rerem-
pe rspeliquunt ommolo blaciderume eost, consequatem 
hil magnis inis estrum rernatem il ex eliquati reped mint-
ectur ad molore, con pro et, odisin niam ressit faccum 
quiasperiae nossiti odi ditas aboratusam, si odis volor-
runtio in eatem net anda num comnienimi, se nis re ipist 
quassusanis et pa neculpa dolupti vel exerum iusam, 
quideserovit fugia dolorer chilla conseque as accuptibus 
quosserovit, tota vellupis samus, sus, ipsum is quodis

Videsere henient empore pro cum sam dolupti busae. Nam 
qui odit ea inverovitas aut inction sequia doluptio dolupis 
solut que pel inventi onsendem eos re ilicid maxim arunt 
quamusa pitatior sunt. Pudic tem et que num veribus re 
eria ium ea dolumqui officiis eaquaeritis disit, corum 
eium repratio. Nempero verios Borrovid earcipit asped 
mo quiduciunt ommolupta voluptis sam sequiatiis est-
Ferum quiamenisto comnissim remporest odio occus
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Perspientem nus, ipsanis seratur sum eossinc itatur, ommos-
sin cum aut essenihic torestiur? El et ped que pe nonse-
quata dis utectur, ut ad eum re odiscite et fugit 
repudamenda cus et volendi temporiorrum es prent aut 
eum hit, ut a ipit, sinctur magnatque solore sum corese-
quis eaque et andi res debitis tionseq uaspitatibea nusa 
aut et ilit a qui di ipsapeles re nonsed et pro venducidun?

Rerem re sequodi onsectum eum res volupta tissin nobit 
maximus eatem reris volorep udandignimin nihilluptae 
latur, audae magnihillis aut adiamus enitatum harcius, 
cus re imi, tem quiaeritam nam estintiis aut earciliqui 
cullique dio exceribus acepernam hil molest modit lant 
ratendunto id ullabor eperchil idunt il inimento mo-
luptatem ventore ipsust autecto ipsaerum quatecae mil 
illupta sperum quidis magni nient pe volut ut vidic tem in 
eiustis mo odia que laccus eat quis dellacidebis ra dolore, 
consedissime etur, nihicte molupta ectur, offic to do-
luptatus dipic tem verum aped esequo et id qui bea nat 
velis excestenet et labor aut rem ipicid ut erorro molore.

Harunt volore quae des aut velendae plisser sperspit ium aut 
abo. Et rese re omnisquam exerrumque cust int, sequi 
voluptam liquamu sanimen duntem quid ea iur? Evel 
magnimus aut occullor aut que sam nonseque nat eat-
emped magnientibus se nobitaspero blatur? Ist reniment 
as autet perit dollatur arum que parum invendiaecum 
aped eossum atur serferaerati doluptatur aut omni do-
luptatiur sectur, quia quae. 

Nam, utatem quia niet vollenda ne voluptio blaborum, inulliq 
uundipi ciatent ecerumquam alignimin culparu mquist, 
eatquo qui officim poreptatquas quamendis maios alique 
volorae eos dolor res ma invelentio que ipitis andi rerem-
pe rspeliquunt ommolo blaciderume eost, consequatem 
hil magnis inis estrum rernatem il ex eliquati reped mint-
ectur ad molore, con pro et, odisin niam ressit faccum 
quiasperiae nossiti odi ditas aboratusam, si odis volor-
runtio in eatem net anda num comnienimi, se nis re ipist 
eos minvele strunt eiunt audae reptaqui ide voluptas aut 
quassusanis et pa neculpa dolupti vel exerum iusam, 
quideserovit fugia dolorer chilla conseque as accuptibus 
quosserovit, tota vellupis samus, sus, ipsum is quodis
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ARCHDAILY’S GUIDE TO GOOD ARCHITECTURE

The Now and How  
of Built Environments

What’s best in architecture today and the most 
relevant for tomorrow by the world’s most visited 
architecture website.

ArchDaily’s Guide to Good Architecture is their 
first-ever book. Curated around their prin-
ciples of Good Architecture the book is a 
curation of what’s best today and most rel-
evant for tomorrow. Through a rich variety 
of projects—both built and planned—the 
book reflects a global community of world-
shapers, explores the most important topics 
and trends in architecture practice, celebrates 
the most visionary architects, and introduces 
up-and-coming talent. It marks the forefront 
of architectural thought and practice.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Projects and the creatives behind them 

that are shaping the future of 
architecture

• The first book from the world’s most 
 visited architecture and design website, 
ArchDaily

• A curation of what ArchDaily’s founders 
find the most inspiring and innovative 
architectural spaces worldwide

• Photography to immerse the reader in 
those spaces

• Informative texts that portraying the 
 architects and the spaces

Founded in 2008, ARCHDAILY is the world’s 
most important architectural website. 
Presenting latest projects, news, opinions 
pieces, and debates on big challenges, the 
platform is an essential tool for architects 
and urbanists. Some 14 million readers from 
230 countries come to the site every month.

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2

Editors: gestalten & ArchDaily 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-064-7

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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252Project project253

128Qinglongwu Capsule Hotel and Library

Raesequi ommosantur, occum es dolupta aut voluptaturi sinvere labo. 
Aperepres quos aut event ex et laboreh enisciume es autatur itaturion 
eatus aut aut labora simuscipsum net renis audae non consequ 
aestest, simagnis repel et rendis utempos sit maion non cullabo. Rovit 
vel ipictor alit voloreh endesed ulparios idel mo ditatia dipsa atur

143 Sands End Community Centre

Raesequi ommosantur, occum es dolupta aut voluptaturi sinvere labo. 
Aperepres quos aut event ex et laboreh enisciume es autatur itaturion 
eatus aut aut labora simuscipsum net renis audae non consequ 
aestest, simagnis repel et rendis utempos sit maion non cullabo. Rovit 
vel ipictor alit voloreh endesed ulparios idel mo ditatia dipsa atur

136MO de Movimiento Restaurant

Hundreds of stacked, weathered steel tubes form this arched monu-
ment in Laagraven Park, Utrecht, designed by architecture and art 
studio Gijs Van Vaerenbergh. The Waterline Monument was created to 
celebrate the New Dutch Waterline being awarded UNESCO World 
Heritage Site status in 2021.
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BUILDING FOR CHANGE

The Architecture  
of Creative Reuse

Architects are adapting existing buildings to 
create new spaces for a more conscious future.

The urban fabric changes more slowly than 
our spatial needs, accelerated by digital tech-
nologies and new lifestyles. The trick for 
canny architects lies in an ingenious reuse 
and creative recycling that result in the stun-
ning transformation of existing buildings 
for new purposes.

Building for Change explores this architec-
ture of reuse and adaptation. It presents sofa 
factories turned coworking hub, viaducts 
turned community garden, department 
stores turned cultural center, and other in-
spiring projects. The book also showcases 
spaces that are designed to be dismantled 
and repurposed down the line. This archi-
tecture of care is aspirational and ambitious: 
to make construction more sustainable and 
buildings fit for the future.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• A pioneering publication that showcases 

creative reuse in an uplifting way
• Curated projects by notable architects 

around the world, with insights about 
the design and program of reuse

• Drawings, photographs, and information 
to fully grasp each space

• Expertly co-edited and written by 
 architect and professor Ruth Lang

RUTH LANG 
is an architect, curator, writer, and teacher 
at the Royal College of Art and the London 
School of Architecture. Her work explores 
how contemporary architectural practice 
can respond to issues of diversity and the 
Climate Emergency. Ruth has curated 
exhibitions for the V&A Museum and the 
Jerwood Gallery, and she writes for FRAME, 
Architectural Review, and Modernist Magazine.

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  A U G U S T  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2

Editors: gestalten & Ruth Lang
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-044-9

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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Norm Architects5

Functionalism — Rather than adorning our interiors 
with superfluous details that call for attention, we 
try to arrive at the maximum of expressivity with the 
minimum of expression. You can enhance the sensuous 
beauty of our surroundings by removing all the things 
that clutters it, so our perception of the essential 
elements is not disturbed by inessential details.

V O U S  P R I E  D ’A S S I S T E R  AY  D E F E E  A U T O M N E - H I V E R  0 0 0 0

T E N N I S  C L U B  D E  P A R I S  0 0  AV E N U E  G E O R G E S  L A F O N T  0 0 0 0 0  P A R I S

Norm Architects 87
Essentialism — Essentialism is a natural outcome of a selective process, but not necessarily a simple or easy process. In a modern 
urbanized world, that constantly offers us much more than we need, it is about what to leave out rather than what to put in. 

Norm Architects 43 Soft Minimalism

Norm Architects1

You can enhance the sensuous beauty of our 
surroundings by removing all the things that 
clutters it, so our perception of the essential 
elements is not disturbed by inessential details. 

“

-  j o n a s  b j e r r e - p o u l s e n

2Soft Minimalism  |  Finding Essence
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SOFT MINIMAL

Norm Architects: 
A Sensory Approach to 
Architecture and Design

Building spaces of equilibrium: Norm Architects’ 
humane simplicity creates environments that feel 
as good as they look.

Guided by ideas of wellbeing, the essence of 
Norm Architects’ style is balance: richness 
focused by restraint, simplicity imbued with 
warmth, complexity heightened by order. Be 
it architecture, interiors, or furniture, Norm’s 
unique brand of soft minimalism speaks to 
the mind as much as the body, creating 
spaces for people.

The first monograph by Norm Architects, 
Soft Minimal is their own curation of works 
that have made them key figures of Nordic 
design. It presents residential and com-
mercial projects throughout Scandinavia, 
Italy and Japan as Norm reflect on Nordic 
traditions, modernist principles, and the 
importance of natural materials. Exploring a 
creative process that makes the visual speak 
to all senses, the book becomes insightful, 
inspirational, and deeply poetic.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Photography of Norm Architects’ body 

of work spanning architecture, interior 
and furniture design

• Design cases from Europe, UK, Middle 
East, USA, and Asia

• Original still life and nature photo-
graphy celebrating Norm Architects’ 
haptic approach

• Insight on the design principles that 
 inform Norm Architects’ work—from 
balancing light and shadow to embrac-
ing time

Situated in one of Copenhagen’s oldest 
streets, NORM ARCHITECTS are deeply 
embedded in their context and apply their 
principles in projects worldwide. Their 
expertise lies in finding that sweet spot 
where there is nothing more to add 
or take away.

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  A U G U S T  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  O CTO B E R  2 0 2 2

By: Norm Architects
Features: Full color, linen hardcover, 
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: €60 (D) £ 55 $ 90 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-055-5

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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Harum voluptu reicabore eate et quo volor re nemos et, sin peroritio. Minvend 
anducia que exceari omnimet dolupti anditempe niscia volore volor rerovit que

Ratem enim dolupis is sit, officip icaectas estis ipsunto di reici-
mp oreperu ptatet adiae es ditat. Untia quos mos dolorpo rpore, 
corem ut omnienimin reroviti occus et pratinusam, untem fac-
cat estis alis eribus sum ilisquis delluptatur sum rem commolo 
reratur, conest la nisquam facea comnihi citios maximint volla 
pa que necus, simossi vid qui cumquid quo evenduntus, cullorecti 
am nobit quodi dis quatest doluptas magnihi llorrumqui dolup-
ti usciet et am vent vendae consed eic totatinci sus quiae volorro 
dunt harchiciur ata dolupta tendam exeriam qui dolore, occus et 
parum as qui denim esecabo. Itas dolupta explaut officiust et quia 
venda dollaut aut la nimaximus ut ad eaqui dolorum voluptat 
experes tiaspit at fugitium sae mo intur mo eicabor eicideliquo 
quam fuga. Nam, nonsect iatibusae litatem susam, quos qui ad-
ipsant ullo blam, temolecust veliqui volore omnis alias quas ab 
iunduci tempore pelitat ectaturiae re, cus eturior ibusdae lanim-
porro inctem ulparum re prepe pra andandipsae nos adi omnisit 
periassent placeperi ipsae et perenimi, adis est eaquodi corunt 
occus, sam, eaque magnis aut facestiam dem in pre nonse si tem 
fugiatecerro eum fugiat volor mo quiatint.

Uciandaes eaturio nsequatem fugit, to cusae volorro cumque 
ad ut hicimag niscipsapic tempella vide verumquam, secatate 
voluptam am hicipsam cum comnima ximinve ndendel minci-
endamus as sinvers perspel lesectur aspe et untoreptium que quo 
quam voluptate quodit plit, solorem volupienit volore nim velis 
pliam quas eic tem quatemp orporru ntotam et eum haribuscia 
coreptate seceritibea dolorectur? Entio. Oriberem quis ulparupis 
aut autatus quatius esequatium doluptaquas ut aspitios dicia ve-
lenimolor si andis quunt at que magnitaepuda voloreh entium 
into moluptat. Musdae vel in pe omniminciam id et harum, ex-
pernatus sequid molorep erfere veliquo venist, quodit voluptae 
cullaciisqui saeptas si namus, omnis non nus. Od etur serum sus 
autes eum eostis es ad qui ulluptae es mo to ipis ullaccu mendae. 
Ecto ipsam is abo. Nequate mpedit, verita dolorepudi bea cuptat-
ur sequunt. Bus de sequae cus conecullo bla nonest, odit aliqui 
iderroPiderum qui nobis volorecepror magnam, con nim veliqua 
sinulpa riaecti aspere, con cum et moluptas iunte nesto tet molup-
tae non pedit, officia voloritatur a si consequidel ius volupta quid 
eturere preperu ptatio ommolum est, vereperro ditia peru.

Qui cum sitas ex et ut landam voluptaspe dentur? 
Itaque velic id aliquis arumque volupietur aspi

The landscape of Alentejo is reflected by the color and horizontal perspective of the cork insulated home, 
which Bak Gordon Arquitectos finished with pigmented lime mortar—a nod to the style of the region. 
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Ibuscipsus quiae quam volut ulpa vel inihitibus que exper-
ro magnimodit qui dente cuptis in receature etur aut lam 
rest officiatur, tem qui culluptas inverisque voluptaque 
re voluptat qui dera voluptatia dis doluptu scimus mini-
men dendae. Cienimus sequi doluptur, sinum sintiisque 
lis dessime solori ut quat videre consequist, nostissi volest 
ut ut aliquos tiorepra pro mint ditatat ateseque non nem 
idellor eprore et veniscienis re eleseque odi si as maioste 
dolorrum autat licid mod qui denisque occum fugiatur? 
Quibus ma et min res aliquia estrum landam quia qui 
delluptas nostis apellabo. Acerit opta coriatem. Ibus vo-
loren istibus, isi nustis et occae volorem porume aut resci-
de net magnihil ipsapidia inci ulpa si qui officte sinimus 
cus unt, ipitias doles estrum dest, sus eveles corestrum 
volum vellab il invelesti con et libus dit que laboreiusdae 
atati tem sinciet aces mossinv elluptat ommodit aut offi-
cidunt omnis nonsedia voluptatem aut et fuga. Dolupid 
modis num rerferat lit aut ut volorpo rumquas aciditia as 
modipsanis as et, odignimi, omnihit officie nturepu dan-
dit rerspedici incturio. Ut que nullupt atiam, cus necae 
sunt, aut hil eum volenis alic tet eum sunt quunt aut do-
lorro te si am, adias conet dit ut omnis ventemp eremque 
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BERBER LODGE
Natural Materials Sing 
Beneath the Atlas Mountains
Designed by Romain Michel Meniere
Tamesloth, Morocco

Rio molupti undis dessime aut fugitiatque exeruptio 
odis aut lam, aliquam, untiasped mod ut vera sam raep-
erf erumquatia non conseque por solorem fuga. Ciis 
acium rereribea cum ut etur sundam, offici blatia conse-
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pos nos que nient duciae sa quis maio omnis andamus 
eaquias dolum quodit dolores exped et qui ommolessin 
conet erchilis et am est, quamus enduntius samende erro 

veraerum remporest, odisqui debisci nis et enempor anda 
aliamet molore et aceperi repre offici ommodi cum estium 
apient, tem. Eperiatium que dolo magniscim dolorestrum 
quas exercienis cusandipsae cuptas ped que quia et fuga. 
Et duntem fuga. Namus.
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With their understated beauty and holistic 
design, Mediterranean homes are a perennial 
source of inspiration.

The Mediterranean home has an ongoing 
influence on residential architecture and 
interior design: from classical to rural styles 
to more grounded spaces that interweave 
form and function. Blending the inside and 
the outside, bringing together traditional 
features with contemporary elements, 
Mediterranean houses connect with their 
environments and the local culture.

The Mediterranean Home looks at architec-
ture, at interior design, decoration and furni-
ture, at how vegetation and rock provide both 
shade and colorful warmth. It showcases 
old buildings converted into modern homes 
in various regions and coastal hinterlands 
and celebrates the unique Mediterranean 
aesthetic that continues to inspire a sense 
of home and comfort around the globe.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• A range of architectural styles from 

across the Mediterranean, from historic 
vernacular spaces reworked into com-
fortable homes to contemporary build-
ings  designed by renowned architects

• Beautiful photography detailing these 
striking buildings, their warm colorful 
 interiors and gardens which promote a 
synergy between the indoors and outdoors

• Informative texts to support the imagery, 
portraying the stories of the architects, 
designers, and residents  

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-076-0

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

THE MEDITERRANEAN HOME

Residential Architecture 
and Interiors with 
a Southern Touch
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Six Houses and a Garden
The composition of each inner space combines orthogonal, diagonal and curved lines. 
The slightly distorted perimeter of the rooms sets the frames; the main spaces come 
from a subtraction of conflicting surfaces that comprise secondary programs. The thin 
metal poles bring in vertical tension; the round openings connect uneven programs. 
Acting within a very small volume, this combination of ambivalent geometries achie-
ves quite unconventional living rooms.
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A modern variation on the traditional  Spanish 
 corrala—a block of flats whose access  corridors 
look out over a shared interior courtyard—in 
the Acacias neighbourhood of Madrid.
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Interpretation Of Smart 
Living With The Spiritual 
Details of Zen
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Complete 
Transformation
We have completely reorganized the apartment 
while maintaining the existing charm of this old 
building. All the water rooms (kitchen, shower 
room, WC) are integrated behind a „curved wall“ 
covered with paneling that create a diagonal per-
spective to increase the impression of space.
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Smart interior design makes the most of your 
home. The book reveals how design can deliver 
big comforts even in smaller space.

As the world’s largest cities are growing 
denser, many people live in ever smaller flats 
and fully embrace the limits of a floor plan 
with extraordinary creativity. 

Pretty Small presents some of the best 
ways city-dwellers in the US, in European 
capitals, and in Asia have come up with to 
make the most of small homes. How to man-
age storage or how to adapt rooms for use at 
various times of the day are opportunities 
to become inventive with space.

The book provides both inspiration and 
tips on anything from hidden-away storage 
compartments, ingenious bike mounts, and 
convertible rooms to other clever gadgets.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Examples of desirable and brilliantly 

configured small primary residences 
in Europe, North America, and Asia

• Clever space-saving solutions and home 
accessories, with guides on how to work 
with small floor plans, and examples of 
single-person, co-habitation, and family 
living spaces

• Detailed views of interiors in locations 
around the world, with floor plans, 
 exploded drawings, and external images 
of standalone homes

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-077-7

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

PRETTY SMALL

Grand Living  
with Limited Space

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2

VERTICAL LIVING
Compact Architecture  
for Urban Spaces 

Editor: gestalten 
€39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-871-5
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A  
Midcentury 

Refurb 

California Marrow Midcentury

Bells + Whistles

Rancho Mirage, CA, USA

in Sunny  

There is no one single theme in this Californian dream home, but rather, the merging of  several. 
Consider the living room, where, according to the designers, “surreal silhouettes and  abstracting 
colors balance playful tendencies with a dreamlike sensibility.” Or the second bedroom,  

“a Dalí-esque space-age dream.” Filling a home with a multitude of imaginative themes is not 
easy to pull off, but even less so when it’s not a blank canvas. The Marrow Midcentury home 
was designed by Donald Wexler as part of Thunderbird North, an enclave of homes designed 
by modernist architects William F. Cody, Donald Wexler, and Richard Harrison. The  designers 
admit that working with an architecturally significant home can have a paralyzing effect.  
But the brief was clear: juxtapose the clean, sleek lines of Wexler’s architecture against bold 
 colors and organic shapes. The tidiest encapsulation of this, perhaps, is in the back garden: 
an  angular, hexagonal pool filled with inviting murals by artist Alex Proba. 

Marrow Midcentury2 112 112 1 02 1 0

HOUSE OF JOY

Playful Homes 
and Cheerful Living

Bright homes with a splash: discover colorful 
interiors that will make you smile and feel alive.

Home has become even more central than 
it ever was. It is now a space for life, for work, 
and also for play. When we spend so much 
time inside, in one place, interiors have to be 
exciting, stimulating, cheerful. House of Joy 
is exactly that: it presents the freshest trends 
in playful interior design. Colors jump from 
furniture to kaleidoscopic walls. Lines become 
squiggly and bold. The palette is warm and 
full, and not shy of extravagance.

Get inspired by more than 30 design ideas 
from around the world to create playful inte-
riors for everyday delight.

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-038-8

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

THE HOUSE OF GLAM
Lush Interiors and  
Design Extravaganza

Editor: gestalten 
€49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-982-8

Brick Cave110 111Running Title

Running Title86 872Hien

BRICK BY BRICK

Architecture and Interiors 
Built with Bricks

Creatively laying the bricks of tomorrow:  
how an ancient material is building the future.

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-001-2

The venerable brick is one of the oldest and 
most sustainable building materials in the 
world. It is simple yet versatile, modest yet 
resilient, global in usage yet local in appear-
ance. Recently, young architects have been 
rediscovering the circular use of brick and 
embraced its warm, aesthetic appeal to 
 design some of the most exciting buildings 
of the day.

Brick by Brick showcases 60 of the the best 
examples of modern brick applications, with 
a focus on residential buildings and interiors.  
These forward-looking projects from around 
the globe push the boundaries of brick 
 architecture and design. 
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GEORGE PEABODY 
LIBRARY
If this library is anything  
to go by, Baltimore is  
a byword for hospitality
DESIGNED BY EDMUND LIND AND NATHANIEL MORI SON 

BUILT IN 1878 

BALTIMORE , MARYL AND, USA

Sunlight streams down through the huge skylight, illuminating the six floors of the George 
Peabody Library. With its lovingly sculpted columns, arches, and cast-iron  balconies, 
this library has a deserved reputation as one of the most beautiful in the world. In the 
19th century, George Peabody, a patron of the arts, donated the Peabody Institute and 
Library to the citizens of Baltimore in gratitude for their “kindness and hospitality.” 
That ethos informs the running of the library to this very day: Instead of keeping the 
enchanting space for scholarship and research alone, the team rents out the vast  reading 
hall and the exhibition areas for private events such as weddings, receptions, and parties. 
On such occasions, string lights, bar tables, and music transform the George Peabody 
Library into a peerless party venue, complete with trained waitstaff. In turn, the  venue’s 
reasonable rental fees help preserve this unique Baltimore landmark for the future.  
It’s a win-win concept that is now being adopted by libraries all over the world.
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SANT JUST DESVERN  SPAIN

An abandoned concrete factory on  
the outskirts of Barcelona became  
a career-defining manifesto for Bofill  
and a home for his studio and family.

LA FÁBRICA

TEMPLES OF BOOKS

Magnificent Libraries 
Around the World

This journey to the grandest and most beautiful 
libraries of the world will make you fall in love 
with books all over again.

Libraries are so much more than collections 
of books. They are archives of knowledge, 
spaces of study, sources of inspiration and 
connection. Among the world’s most uni-
versal and democratic places, they are also 
outstanding icons of architecture that re-
present the societies that built them.

Temples of Books celebrates the world’s 
oldest and grandest shrines to the written 
word, as well as new and tiny ones: from 
baroque palaces to micro-libraries made 
of recycled plastics, and the unlikely ones 
in between.

Looking at the diverse architecture 
of global libraries throughout the ages, 
Temples of Books goes further and explores 
the very idea of libraries themselves. This 
is a book about the beauty of books, a book 
for book lovers and for those who believe 
in the power of ideals.

MARIANNE JULIA STRAUSS 
is a German travel writer who turned her 
curiosity into a job. For ten years, she has 
roamed the world writing about the good 
things in life, covering love and motorcycles, 
books, bars and everything in between. 
Her first book, Do You Read Me?, published by 
gestalten, surveyed the most inspiring and 
independent bookshops around the world.

“observes not only the different architectures 
over the centuries of these places of culture, 
but it explores the very concept of a library 
in the variety of its expressions.” 
(Translated from Italian) ELLE DECOR (Italy) 
 

“pays homage to the oldest libraries in the 
world, but also to the most recent ones.”  
(translated from Italian) 
ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST (Italy)

Editors: gestalten & Marianne Julia Strauss
Features: Full color, hardcover, linen 
quarter-binding, stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-024-1

ISAY WEINFELD
An Architect from Brazil

Editors: gestalten &  
Isay Weinfeld 
€49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-931-6

The extraordinary career of Ricardo Bofill is collected 
in this monograph, which reveals his inspiring 
approach to architecture, and to life.

Ricardo Bofill changed the 20th century with 
his revolutionary visions for urban archi-
tecture. From sci-fi utopian social housing 
projects to postmodern classicism, and on-
wards to high-tech glass and steel modern-
ism, the architect's bold vision has been 
nothing short of ambitious. Taller de 
Arquitectura, Bofill’s workshop, has been a 
thriving centre of creative rebellion for over 
five decades.

Today, Bofill’s buildings like Walden 7, 
Kafka’s Castle, and La Muralla Roja are im-
mortalized in popular culture, and there is a 
renewed interest in his radical ideas around 
shared space and alternative styles of living.

Ricardo Bofill: Visions of Architecture traces a 
legacy that is characterized by idealism and 
defiance. The most comprehensive book on 
Bofill to date, it presents his iconic buildings 
and gathers spectacular new photography 
together with commentary from the man 
himself to give new insight into his life and 
work. This monograph stands as a testament 
that in the 21st century, the architect’s vision 
is more prescient than ever.

“highlights the Spanish architect’s greatesthits 
in technicolour.” WALLPAPER

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

RICARDO BOFILL

Visions of Architecture Editors: gestalten & Ricardo Bofill 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
linen quarter-binding, stitch bound, 
multiple paper stocks, 300 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-940-8
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10  Løvtag Treetop Hotel

← A plush sofa with cushions in neutral tones 
occupies a corner of the living room.

↓ Each cabin has a living tree growing through it.
→ A gently sloping wooden ramp leads to 

the front door of the cabin.

40 Living with Nature’s Rhythms in an Off-Grid Escape 41

 →

“If you want to be 
  fully   off-grid, you 
have to   figure 
out how to be as 
self- sustainable 
as  possible.”

The Folly cabins by Cohesion Studio reflect the unique 
landscape of the Joshua Tree National Park, blending 
indoor-outdoor living in the desert.

The architect, who is Jordanian, has extensive wilderness ex-
perience. “Growing up, Petra was my backyard, and we used 
to climb these crazy rock formations and monoliths. The dif-
ferent intricacies of the architecture—literally chiseled out of 
the side of the mountain—really fascinated me, and I would 
just be blown away by it all.” Buoyed by these encounters with 
the built and natural environment, Alqadi channeled his love 
of archaeology and his design expertise into the Folly cabins: 
a pair of off-grid, steel-clad cabins located in the southern 
Californian desert. Backdropped by the mountains of Joshua 
Tree National Park, with the sun beating down on their rusted 
steel facade, the Folly cabins are informed aesthetically by their 
desert-red surroundings. The weather at   Joshua Tree is extreme, 
with intensely hot summers and freezing   winter temperatures. 
Despite this, the thick walls and pitched roofs of the insulated 
cabins make the location bearable year-round, protecting the 
cabin-dweller from the elements.

“I wanted to get back to my roots,” Alqadi says. “I thought, how 
interesting would it be to take something run-down and barely 

standing, and turn it into an educational outlet for   people to 
experience what off-grid living is like?” To be classi  fied as   fully 
off-grid, there are certain requirements which, the architect 
says, depend on the context of the site. “In a utilitarian way, off-
grid living can be where your utilities are dis  connected from 
the actual electric grid, and you don’t have the typical waste 
or water systems from the nearby muni  cipality,” he says. “The 
other way of being off-grid is being able to completely pull 
yourself out of your context—your city, your town, or wherever, 
and disconnect not just physically but mentally, too.”

For Danish architect and professor Sigurd Larsen, the require-
ments for an off-grid site depend on what the user desires. 

“The most basic things people need are water and the ability 
to cook and make food,” he says. “Can you live without elec-
tricity? Probably, as it is part of the experience. You can set 
the standard of comfort yourself.” His firm has been designing 
modular architecture in beautiful landscapes since 2010, and 
it appears that culture has caught up. The architecture prac-
tice’s Løvtag Hotel is a series of three treetop cabins, the 

CABIN FEVER

Enchanting Cabins,  
Shacks, and Hideaways

The call of the wild is louder than ever. 
Architects and creative cabin builders are 
contending to create high-impact spaces on 
a small scale, nestled in thriving woodlands, 
overlooking crystal-clear lakes, or exposed 
to the elements on a mountain peak. Cabin 
Fever looks at the landscape of remote retreats 
designed to make the most of their natural 
surroundings. 

From off-grid cabins to prefab escapes, 
from dizzying mirror-clad holiday homes to 
humble hiking huts, Cabin Fever explores the 
ins and outs of cabin design for DIY-doers and 
seasoned architects alike. Featuring rustic 
timber cabins on stilts, mirrored pods in the 
woods, and otherworldly off-grid getaways, 
Cabin Fever showcases a new wave of modern 
hideaways, all perfectly positioned away from 
the hustle and bustle of urban living.

“Fast, viral, eager: Cabin Fever electrifies 
architecture. (…) cabin-houses that stand  
out for their micro-dimensions, functionality 
and bold aesthetics represent one of the 
greatest challenges of contemporary design.” 
(translated from Italian) ELLE DECOR

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-030-2

Cabins are booming. Escape the city and discover
a range of stylish and otherworldly sanctuaries
in remote surroundings.

URBAN FARMERS 
The Now (and How) of  
Growing Food in the City

Editors: gestalten & Valery Rizzo 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
18 × 23.5 cm, 7 × 9 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN English: 978-3-96704-006-7

ISBN French: 978-3-96704-047-0

Editors: gestalten & Canopy & Stars 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-861-6

STAY WILD 
Cabins, Rural Getaways,  
and Sublime Solitude

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-466-3

ROCK THE SHACK
The Architecture of Cabins,  
Cocoons and Hide-Outs

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-545-5

HIDE AND SEEK
The Architecture of  
Cabins and Hide-Outs

EVERGREEN ARCHITECTURE 
Overgrown Buildings  
and Greener Living

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-010-4

COUNTRY AND COZY 
Countryside Homes  
and Rural Retreats 

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
linen quarter-binding, stitch bound, 
288 pages, 24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-031-9

Editors: gestalten & Abbye Churchill
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-990-3

THE GARDENS OF EDEN
New Residential Garden Concepts & 
Architecturefor a Greener Planet

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-859-3

OUT OF THE WOODS
Architecture and Interiors  
Built from Wood
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THE TOUCH
Spaces Designed  
for the Senses

By: Kinfolk & Norm Architects 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, ribbon mark, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches 
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-978-1

SMALL HOMES GRAND LIVING
Interior Design for 
Compact Spaces

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-698-8

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-894-4

Editors: gestalten & Angel Trinidad 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-670-4

SCANDINAVIA DREAMING
Nordic Homes,  
Interiors and Design

Editor: gestalten  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
linen quarter-binding, stitch bound, 
304 pages, 22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-009-8

LIFE’S A BEACH
Homes, Retreats, and  
Respite by the Sea

THE NEW MEDITERRANEAN
Homes and Interiors 
Under the Southern Sun

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  
288 pages, 22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-981-1

ISBN French: 978-3-96704-016-6

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound, 
256 pages, 24 × 30 cm, 
9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches  
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-982-8

THE HOUSE OF GLAM
Lush Interiors and  
Design Extravaganza

LIVING IN
Modern Masterpieces of  
Residential Architecture

Editors: gestalten & Openhouse
Features: Full color, linen hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: €60 (D) £ 55 $ 90 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-858-6

THE IDEAL CITY 
Exploring Urban Futures

Editors: gestalten & SPACE10 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-862-3

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: €39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-871-5

VERTICAL LIVING
Compact Architecture  
for Urban Spaces

Editors: gestalten & Tessa Pearson 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-979-8

THE HOME UPGRADE
New Homes in  
Remodeled Buildings

DO YOU READ ME?
Bookstores Around  
the World

Editors: gestalten &  
Marianne Julia Strauss 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-994-1

Editors: gestalten & Prof. Han Slawik 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-669-8

CONTAINER ATLAS
A Practical Guide to Container 
Architecture

COME TOGETHER
The Architecture of 
Multigenerational Living

Editors: gestalten & Joann Plockova 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-004-3

INSPIRING FAMILY HOMES
Family-friendly  
Interiors & Design

Editors: gestalten & MilK Magazine
Features: Full color, linen hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-000-5

Editor: gestalten  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches 
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-879-1

BEYOND THE WEST
New Global Architecture

BEAUTY AND THE EAST 
New Chinese Architecture 

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
linen quarter-binding, stitch bound, 
320 pages, 24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-872-2
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chapter I

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo li.

2 3

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. C Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. C

ChapTER VIIIChapTER VIII

8 9

TIMELESSNESS
AS KEY

 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. 
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, 
ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla 
vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam 
dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean?

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. 
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, 
ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla 
vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam 
dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean 
vulputate eleifend tellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem 
ante, dapibus in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. Quisque rutrum. 
Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam 
rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet adipiscing 
sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam nunc, blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem. Maecenas nec odio et 
ante tincidunt tempus. Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Eti?

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. 
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, 
ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla 
vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam 
dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean 
vulputate eleifend tellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem 
ante, dapibus in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. Quisque rutrum. 

OUR ART IS INSPIRED BY WHAT WE COLLECT 
WHEN WE TRAVEL, WHAT WE SHOOT IS INSPIRED 
BY WHAT WE DESIGN, WHAT WE COLLECT IS 
INSPIRED FOR WHAT WE DESIGN.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 
elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean 

massa. Cum sociis nato.

CHAPTER II

4 54 5

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetuer adipiscing elit.

A PACKAGE OF 
 VECTORS MEANT 

TO INSPIRE 
SMALL BUSINESSES.

chapter I

L
orem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. 
Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur 
ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla 
consequat massa quis enim. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. 
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, 
ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla 
vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam 
dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean 
vulputate eleifend tellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem 
ante, dapibus in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. Quisque rutrum. 
Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam 
rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet adipiscing 
sem neque sed ipsum. 

Nam quam nunc, blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem. Maecenas nec odio et ante tincidunt tempus. 
Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit amet orci eget eros faucibus tincidunt. 
Duis leo. Sed fringilla mauris sit amet nibh. Donec sodales sagittis magna. Sed consequat, leo eget bibendum 
sodales, augue velit cursus nunc, quis gravida magna mi a libero. Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum 
purus quam, scelerisque ut, mollis sed, nonummy id, metus. Nullam accumsan lorem in dui. Cras ultricies mi eu 
turpis hendrerit fringilla. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; 
In ac dui quis mi consectetuer lacinia. Nam pretium turpis et arcu. Duis arcu tortor, suscipit eget, imperdiet 
nec, imperdiet iaculis, ipsum. Sed aliquam ultrices mauris. Integer ante arcu, accumsan a, consectetuer eget, 
posuere ut, mauris. Praesent adipiscing. Phasellus ullamcorper ipsum rutrum nunc. Nunc nonummy metus. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo li.

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 

VENTURE ONWARD

The Design and 
Curiosities of 1924US 

Venture Onward takes us into the world of 
Watson’s creative studio, 1924US. Favoring 
historical devices and revisiting old styles, 
the graphic designer, photographer, and 
 illustrator applies his vision to anything from 
brand and retail design to tattooing and typo-
graphy. As Watson’s work evolved, it has 
come to epitomize this new-old aesthetic 
beyond the digital. The book is an inspiration 
to slow down and enjoy that which lasts a 
lifetime.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• A comprehensive monograph 

of Christian Watson’s work
• Insight into a new movement in design 

built on analog skills
• Beautiful and nostalgic visuals of 

 handmade work in a world dominated 
by the digital

1924US 
is a branding company whose work brings the 
past into the present, preserving and resur
recting the handmade, heritage style of the 
1900s. Founded in 2009, 1924US has worked 
for more than 200 companies—from small 
coffee shops to Fortune 500—and now 
also runs a general store. 1924US founder 
and creative director Christian Watson 
is an artist, a photographer, a designer.

9  783967  040654

Editors: gestalten & Christian Watson
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-065-4

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2

The beauty of nostalgia: 1924US aka Christian Watson 
revives modern brands with analogue craftsmanship.
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Charley, Known as an Honorary Naturalist
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51 Scissor-Tailed Flycatcher,  

Ford Times, 1956.

Charley and Edie Harper, Artists in Marriage

87

34
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34 Edie Harper, Copycats, 1987. 

35 Charley Harper, Support Your Local Cat House, 1984.

35

window,” says Harmen Liemburg, a Dutch graphic designer who  
paid Harper a visit in 2006. “But it was complete chaos, literally.  
I made a remark about it and told Charley about my imaginative  
idea, and he laughed about it and said ‘Well, the best ideas are born 
from chaos.’ ”

Harper had been saying some variation of this for years at that 
point. It’s a little mysterious, for a man with a reputation for mild manners 
and exceeding humility. But that tension between mayhem and orderliness 
must have been what supported Harper’s process, because in his studio, 
taped above his desk, a note reads, “Make a mess.” And in an undated letter, 
probably written to a likeminded somebody at West Virginia Wesleyan,  
he wrote about the beauty that can emerge from such a mess: “Herein,  
perhaps, lies the lure of painting for both artist and viewer: in a world of 
chaos, the picture can be one small rectangle that contains a controlled  
and ordered universe. And the artist is the master of that universe.”

as the practically lenticular Diving Pelican (pp. 126 – 127), or the 
 pixelated-looking Bear in the Birches (p. 163)—might suggest otherwise. 
Harper’s method for any given piece went as follows: first have an idea—
from wherever that may be. (“If I knew, I’d be there now, filling my brain,” 
he once wrote.) Next, sketch a rough outline onto a scrap of paper in 
pencil. Cut out shapes in paper, then paint the shapes in the desired colors. 
Finally, shuffle and rearrange the cut-outs until the composition falls into  
place. Harper followed these steps for all of his artworks, from pieces that  
required just a few shapes and colors, such as Musk Oxen (p. 141), a variation 
of the Last Aphid (p. 112), or some of his later, more complex tableaus, 
including His Eyes Are on the Sparrows (pp. 280 – 281) or Wings of the World  
(p. 120). “He hit on his style really early and just became a metronome on 
that front,” Distel says. “He just kept pushing and refining and honing.” 

Pushing toward what, exactly? It is the quintessential Charley 
Harper question: what was he looking for? In his 1968 letter to Wood 

Hannah, Harper describes looking at “objects orthographically, which 
often led to fresh viewpoints and invariably revealed the particular 
 projection that read fastest and made the best design. I reduced all  
lines and edges to straights and curves (that’s all there are) and began 
to render with mechanical drawing instruments ruling pen, compass, 
French curve, T-square, triangle. I saw forms as hard-edge shapes of  
flat or textured color with enough lines added to complete identification.”  
In a later, undated letter, he unpacks this idea further: “It is  obvious  
that my pictures, when they work best, are as perfectly honed as 
 machinery. Everything has to interrelate perfectly. (It can, of course,  
be  compared to ecology just as easily, and I find this analogy more 
 appealing,  probably because I am not at all mechanically minded …)  
I detest drawing  machinery. And maybe it’s because [with] machinery,  
all the  simplification has been done by somebody else. There’s  nothing 
left for me to get my teeth into.” (It’s not clear who the letter was 

addressed to, but it was likely written to the archivist at West Virginia 
Wesleyan College, where Harper briefly attended.)

An enduring paradox of Harper’s career is that he created his 
highly regimented, principled designs in a state of chaos. This was true 
from the beginning: when he and Edie lived and worked at his in-laws’ 
house, Mrs. McKee once left a note on his desk, (affectionately)  calling 
out the mess Harper had made. After the young family moved to  
their Finneytown house and set up a dedicated studio, Harper stuffed 
his  studio with shelves upon shelves of books and rolls of paper, and  
let brushes and other painting detritus pile up on his drafting table  
and floor. He kept it that way until his death, and at the time of this 
book’s  publishing the clutter remains where Harper left it. “There’s  
such a clear sense of  organization throughout his work; I imagined  
that his studio would be this well-organized space with lots of daylight, 
possibly a  beautiful view, with all kinds of animals looking through the 
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An enduring paradox of 
Harper’s career is that he 

created his highly regimented, 
principled designs in  

a state of chaos.

1009 12

11

06 Octoberama, 2000. 07 KoalaKoala, 1979. 08 Ladybug, Fly Away Home! ca. 1970. 09 Maquette for Ladybug, Fly Away Home! 10 Charley Harper’s studio left untouched since his last visit in 2006 while working on Scary Scenario. 11 Romance on the Richter Scale, 1981. 12 Duck Soup, ca. 1990.

Charley in His Studio, Painting and Printing

110 111

WILD LIFE

The Life and Work 
of Charley Harper 

Ladybugs, dogs, owls, otters: Charley Harper’s 
geometric illustrations are more than a 
source of delight. With a never-ending 
 curiosity for the natural world, especially 
for wildlife and flora, Harper developed a 
unique style that influenced generations of 
artists and designers.

Wild Life celebrates the centenary and legacy 
of Charley Harper, a master of midcentury 
American illustration: a vast collection of 
works originally created as posters, magazine 
covers, murals, and more. Compiled by design 
writer Margaret Rhodes and the artist’s son, 
Brett Harper, this definitive monograph offers 
a glimpse into Harper’s creative universe and 
considers him anew in different contexts: as 
a student, a professional artist, a husband, an 
honorary naturalist, and a conservationist.

BRETT HARPER
who wrote the preface and is the coeditor 
of Wild Life - The Life and Work of Charley 
Harper is the artist’s son. He leads the 
Charley Harper Art Studio, which is dedicated 
to preserving and promoting the American 
illustrator’s work.

MARGARET RHODES
is an independent writer and editor special
izing in design. She previously worked 
 inhouse at New York Magazine, WIRED, and 
Fast Company.

Editors: gestalten, Charley Harper 
Art Studio & Margaret Rhodes
Features: Full color, linen hardcover,  
stitch bound, 336 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 70 (D) £ 60 $ 90 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-046-3

Celebrating the centenary and legacy of Charley Harper, 
a master of mid-century American illustration.
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The green, rolling meadows surround-
ing Bonnington House just outside 
Edinburgh hold a secret garden of swim-
ming pools, miniature shops, and di-
verse sculptures, all in the name of 
art. Scattered across 100 acres of land 
around the 19th-century home of art lov-
ers Nicky and Robert Wilson is Jupiter 
Artland, a sanctuary for unexpected, glo-
rious art. The park is home to the work of 
some of the most cutting-edge interna-
tional artists, including Phyllida Barlow, 
Christian Boltanski, Helen Chadwick, 
Ian Hamilton Finlay, Antony Gormley, 
Anish Kapoor, Tania Kovats, Cornelia 
Parker, and Joana Vasconcelos. 

It is Vasconcelos’s swimming pool 
that greets you as you enter the gardens. 
Typical of her trademark pop-art inspired 
graphics, Gateway is a round pool lined 
with rainbow-colored, trippily patterned 
tiles that create a flower around the water. 
The tiles were crafted in Portugal, where 
the artist is from. Just behind the pool 
and past Cells of Life, a sprawling cub-
ist manicured lawn by landscape artist 
Charles Jencks, is a forest with a flash-
ing pink and purple mini market hidden 
among its trees. Get closer and you notice 
that the shop is upside down. A work of 
Rachel Maclean, upside mimi Mimi down 
is an abandoned store with the lights 

still flashing brightly through the dense 
woodland. Completing this triptych of 
bubblegum-colored confections is YBA 
Marc Quinn’s Love Bomb, a 12-meter-high 
(39-foot-high) flower made from sev-
eral laser-printed, stainless steel min-
iature orchids. 

The opportunity to see art removed 
from its traditional context is what makes 
Jupiter Artland so intriguing, and reg-
ulars find every visit is full of fresh sur-
prises. On one trip you might notice a 

slanting tower of bricks, which is a part 
of Phyllida Barlow’s artwork Quarry. The 
next time, you might miss that entirely 
and spend the day with Ian Hamilton 
Finlay’s Temple of Apollo, a neoclassical 
pavilion that pays tribute to Walter Pater’s 
1893 text Apollo in Picardy. There are, how-
ever, pieces—such as Andy Goldsworthy’s 
Stone Coppice, where large black stones 
are placed in individual trees that con-
tinue to grow around them—that never 
fail to entertain, visit after visit. 

imim nwod

Phyllida Barlow,  
Christian Boltanski,  
Helen Chadwick,  
Ian Hamilton Finlay,  
Antony Gormley,  
Anish Kapoor,  
Tania Kovats,  
Cornelia Parker,  
Joana Vasconcelos, and others

Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Cutting-edge international artists meet in this garden of delights

Jupiter Artland
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On June 17, 1958, 19 men died while 
constructing the Second Narrows 
Bridge, which connects Vancouver to 
the Burrard Inlet. During the building 
work, a temporary suspension pillar had 
been incorrectly installed and, unable 
to withstand the weight, it collapsed, 
plunging the construction workers into 
the water where they died instantly. 
Digital Orca is a tribute to those lost lives. 
Through his work the artist Douglas 
Coupland, also a science-fiction writer, 
presents his sophisticated perception of 
how technological industrialization can 
hurt us. This was famously seen in his 
1990s cult classic novel, Generation X: 
Tales for an Accelerated Culture, in which 
a group of friends become increasingly 
disillusioned with their tech jobs.

The 8-meter (25-foot) Digital Orca is 
a towering, intimidating sculpture of an 

orca, a reminder of Canada’s history of 
killer whale sightings off the  western 
Pacific Ocean coast of Vancouver. This 
whale, however, looks as though it is leap-
ing out of a computer screen. Known for 
writing about the perils of global digiti-
zation, Coupland wanted to look at the 
past, present, and the future of Vancouver 
through a pixelated and computerized 
lens. By digitizing the orca, he challenges 
his audience to consider the loss caused 
by industrialization—that physical loss, as 
experienced in the 1950s, or the emotional 
loss we experience in technology today. 

In Digital Orca, perhaps Coupland 
is asking us to consider the line in 
Generation X: “There’s too much weight 
improperly distributed: towers and ele-
vators; steel, stone and cement. So much 
mass up so high that gravity itself could 
end up being warped.” 

Douglas Coupland Vancouver, Canada

A cult writer and artist pays tribute to the men who  
lost their lives in one of the worst industrial accidents  
in British Columbia’s history

Digital Orca

CRAFT BEER DESIGN 

The Design, Illustration,  
and Branding of 
Contemporary Breweries

Craft breweries spring up like mushrooms 
around the globe. Creating unique brands to 
stand out, they draw from the full riches of 
graphic language and are leading the way in 
modern packaging design. From the minimal-
ist to the expressionist, using lines,  colors, 
patterns and illustrations, all the styles are 
allowed and it makes for an ex citing, exuber-
ant visual culture.

In Craft Beer Design, Danish designer Peter 
Monrad finally brings a global perspective to 
the truly global phenomenon that is craft beer 
branding. As microbreweries use cans and 
bottle labels to define their ethos and identity, 
they push the boundaries of graphic design 
and illustration. This curated selection shows 
the best and the most out-there, and reveals 
that when it comes to craft beer, what’s on the 
can matters as much as what’s in it.

PETER MONRAD
is a Copenhagenbased graphic designer with 
years of experience in branding, art  direction, 
design for mobile apps, and various inter
national startups. He’s also an avid consumer 
of IPA and a musician / producer releasing 
music under the moniker Tiny Anthem.

“The countless new brewers want to do 
everything differently. They are constantly 
launching new varieties and having them 
packaged strikingly by trendy creatives. 
This volume shows highlights from all over 
the world” (Translated from German) PAGE

Editors: gestalten & Peter Monrad
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 208 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-032-6

Cutting edge packaging and graphic design 
created by and for craft breweries around the world.

Offbeat Danish brewers To Øl draw on a 
constellation of pop culture references and 

underground ephemera to label their 
potent, provocative, fresh, and floral beers.

location
Svinninge, Denmark
--------
design
Kasper Ledet

To Øl

How would you describe the visual style 
of your brewery?
Kasper Ledet (Art Director): Referential, 
inconsistent, idiosyncratic, and slightly eccentric. 
Once in a while the planets and stars align 
perfectly and unexpected beauty emerges.
 
What is the process for designing the label 
for a new release?
KL: A controlled crash of tight deadlines, 
conversations, doubt, and occasional 
megalomania. PDF files going back and forth 
in what can sometimes feel like an eternity.
 
Where does the inspiration for the labels 
come from?
KL: One-hit wonders, obscure pop songs, 
British techno clubs of the 90s, Italian avant-
gardes, Per Kirkeby and the rest of the gang 
from Eks-skolen, corporate branding, generic 
annual reports, contemporary graphic design, 

Niels Bohr, Lars von Trier, airports, the dark 
side of modernism, and peripheral architecture.
 
Which of your labels are you most proud of?
KL: The label for Hazy DC NEPA: painting, 
bad Photoshop effect, or the view through 
a frosted window?
 
What role do your visual identity and beer 
labels play in the success of your brand?
KL: The artworks hopefully serve as a way 
to visualize the abstract experience of drinking 
a beer. We very much think of the design as 
an integral part of the product and not just as 
functionalist communication.
 
Can you name two breweries whose visual 
styles you admire?
KL: Omnipollo—an extraterrestrial Swedish 
psychedelic dream—and Amager Bryghus 
for keeping it real! ▲

To Øl ------------- 109108

Left Handed Giant ------------- 49

How would you describe the visual style 
of your brewery?
James Yeo (Designer): The visual style of the 
brewery has always tried to be expressive, 
inviting, and constantly evolving, which 
matches what we try to do with our beers.
 
What is the process for designing the label 
for a new release?
JY: We as a brewery put out a wide variety of 
ever-changing beers, so we need to produce 
a lot of new label designs. Generally, we start 
with naming the beer, and once that’s nailed 

down, I’ll go away and draw up a design. 
Left Handed Giant is very good at giving me 
as much creative freedom as I want—there’s 
nothing in terms of a brief to follow. As I look 
after this whole part of the brand, I have built 
in tropes or mainstays that exist as part of 
my artistic style and help to keep the brand 
looking consistent. Once the illustration is 
complete, I will insert it into a label layout 
and share it with everyone in the brewery for 
comments and checks. Then it gets signed 
off and goes to print. ▶

location
Bristol, U.K.
--------
design
James Yeo

Left Handed Giant

48

Independence and creative freedom lie at the heart 
of Left Handed Giant’s community-owned business. 

Their ingenious labels front progressive beers sold in 
a brewpub overlooking the floating harbor of Bristol.

ART ESCAPES

Hidden Art Experiences 
Outside the Museum

Art exists all around us, sometimes hidden 
in plain sight and sometimes in the remote 
corners of the world. Art Escapes explores 
exciting art outside conventional spaces, 
freely available for those willing to discover 
creativity on another plane. Here, landscape 
and locale are the canvas.

From the Italian countryside via the Las 
Vegas desert to the forests of Scandinavia, 
and beyond, culture editor Grace Banks 
 offers a new bucket list for art lovers who 
like the road less traveled. From quirky 
sculptural gems to striking installations in 
the landscape, these pieces combine art and 
place into unique experiences. Art Escapes 
is a global guide to outdoor artists—both 
established and emerging—who make art 
for everyone to enjoy. Let it inspire your 
next trip away from the crowds.

GRACE BANKS
is a Londonborn editor and journalist who 
specialises in culture and current affairs. 
She writes for The Guardian, The New York 
Times, Interview, Elle, VICE, i-D, Mr Porter, 
Wallpaper*, Forbes.com, Al Jazeera, and others. 
She is the former editor of Sleek Magazine.

Editors: gestalten & Grace Banks
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-052-4

Step outside the white cube and rediscover the creative 
outdoors with these in situ artworks that turn places 
into must-see cultural destinations.
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W hat is a Marvel cover? Perhaps the best way to answer 
this question is to start with what it is not. A Marvel 
cover is not timid. It is not dull. It is not shy, self-serious, 

or elitist. And like all comic book covers, a Marvel cover is also not 
art—though it is an art form, and one that Marvel has perfected and 
reinvented time and time again. 

It’s a curious distinction—art and art form—but an important 
one. After all, a comic book cover is not created for its own purpose. 
It has a job to do: a cover must differentiate itself on comic book 
racks filled with colorful artwork. It has to create anticipation, grab 
your attention, and set the stage for the story that follows. Most 
importantly, a comic book cover has to sell. Every Marvel cover is 
a response to an ever-changing mix of factors, all in the pursuit of 
capturing the reader’s eye. In that way, comic book covers are more 
closely associated with design than art. 

I design book covers, for literary authors mostly. I am also a life-
long member of the FOOM (Friends of Ol’ Marvel). While it’s true 
that comic and fiction covers use very different visual languages and 
address very different subject matters, once you get past the superfi-
cial differences, a comic book and a book cover function in a similar 
way. All covers act as a doorway to draw readers in and give them 
a sense of what they should expect if they choose to enter. Before a 
comic can be bought and read, it has to create its own gravity; it has 
to coax you to pick it up. Regardless of whether a reader sees it in  
a comic book shop or in a digital environment, the challenge is 
always the same: it needs to be noticed. 

The basic layout of a cover is guided by constraints. Most comics 
follow a convention of title, logo, publisher, price, issue number, and 
date occupying the top third of the cover. On the cover of Amazing 
Spider-Man #2 (1963), Steve Ditko introduced the concept of the 
corner box, a small box in the upper-left corner of the page that 
featured a vignette of the main characters present in the book. This 
top-third branding developed from the need to help readers identify 
titles quickly from a distance. Traditionally, comics were displayed 
in store magazine racks with books overlapping so that only the top 
third of the comic was visible. The most ubiquitous example of this 
was the spinner rack, a rotating wire stand that held dozens of titles 
at mom-and-pop corner stores. These old-school displays are now 
mostly extinct due to the rise of the local comic book shop in the 
late ’70s and early ’80s. 

But it’s the bottom two-thirds of the page where a Marvel cover 
distinguishes itself. Everything about a Marvel cover is an exagger-
ation. It often focuses on creating the illusion of three-dimensional 
space out of the confines of the flat, printed page—think forced 
perspective, extreme size shifts, and direct eye contact with charac-
ters charging out from the page. Covers feature characters assuming 
heroic poses, surreal montages, and plenty of hand-to-hand combat. 
There are cliff-hanger scenarios involving bondage or entrapment 
of some kind or another, straight out of Perils of Pauline (although 
Pauline was never actually tied to railroad tracks). There are ticking 
time bombs, rooms filling with water, and characters who appear to 
be dead but probably aren’t. 

In short, a Marvel cover simply pushes everything further than 
the competition. While a DC cover might feature a group of  
colorfully costumed characters sitting around a table having a meet-
ing, the Marvel cover would portray a similar meeting—only the 
table would be on fire, the characters would be engaged in combat 
with a giant green creature, and all around them arrows and callouts 
featuring hand-drawn typography blast hyperbolic messages at the 
reader urging them to pick up the issue or else.

Today, the same spirit applies, except Marvel covers are more 
streamlined. There are no advertisements, cover lines are subdued 
(if they’re present at all), and the art has taken on a painterly quality, 
full of lifelike detail enabled by software. Still, Marvel’s identity 
is tied to its ability to sell its comic books better than anyone else.  
It has perfected the art of linking action with the sales pitch. The way 
Marvel historically embraced the crass and the commercial defined 
the early aesthetics of the comic book and made it into a medium 
with true longevity. 

So what is a Marvel cover? The answer to this question is obvious. 
A Marvel cover is STARTLING, SENSE SHATTERING, 
DAZZLING, FABULOUS, STRANGE, BREATHTAKING, 
UNCANNY, FANTASTIC, AND AMAZING. It says so, right 
there on the cover.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER PAUL SAHRE EXPLORES HOW  
A COVER IS THE DOORWAY TO A COMIC BOOK.

C O V E R 
T H E  C R A F T  O F  A 

BY PAUL SAHRE

38 |  T H E  G R A P H I C  E L E M E N T S C O V E R S  |  39

1

Paul Sahre is one of the most influential graphic designers working 

today. He has run his own practice since 1997 and is a frequent visual 

contributor to the New York Times. Sahre has designed book covers 

for authors such as Chuck Klosterman and Malcolm Gladwell, and has 

authored books including Two-Dimensional Man: A Graphic Memoir.
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MARVEL BY DESIGN

Graphic Design Strategies  
of the World’s Greatest 
Comics Company

As one of the most iconic brands in the world, 
Marvel has spent the last 60-plus years inspir-
ing generations of creatives with its unparal-
leled approach to visual storytelling. Marvel’s 
comic books, in particular, established a 
 distinct graphic language that has found its 
way into mainstream culture, including art, 
digital culture, gaming, advertising, and more. 

Marvel By Design celebrates the company’s 
visual language with an in-depth exploration 
of the design process behind its most recog-
nizable graphic elements, including logos, 
covers, lettering, layout, and color palettes. 
Immerse yourself in hundreds of comics from 
Marvel’s past and present, key insights by 
famous graphic designers and world-class 
Marvel contributors, in-depth case studies, 
and much more. A definitive look at the design 
process of the world’s most famous comic 
publisher, which will spark a little pow! in 
creatives of any visual field.

LIZ STINSON 
is a writer and editor with more than a 
decade of experience covering the design 
and technology worlds. She’s currently the 
executive editor of Eye on Design, a publication 
about graphic design and its intersection 
with the wider world. 

Editors: gestalten & Liz Stinson
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN English: 978-3-96704-026-5

ISBN French: 978-3-96704-048-7

Marvel has shaped our understanding of visual culture 
like no other brand. This book, created in collaboration 
with Marvel, looks at 60 years of graphic output. Boom!

BRAND NEW BRAND 
Restarting Your Business  
in a Time of Crisis  
and Transformation

Editor: gestalten  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-005-0

Editors: gestalten & Antonis 
Antoniou 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-881-4

A MAP OF THE WORLD
The World According  
to Illustrators and Storytellers

By: Erling Kagge
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 192 pages,  
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 39.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-579-0

A POOR COLLECTOR’S  
GUIDE TO BUYING  
GREAT ART

Editors: gestalten & Javier Errea 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
linen quarter binding, 288 pages,  
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-919-4

VISUAL JOURNALISM
Infographics from the  
World’s Best Newsrooms  
and Designers

THE ART OF PROTEST
Political Art and Activism 

Editors: gestalten, 
Alain Bieber & Francesca Gavin
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 
336 pages, 24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-011-1

Editors: gestalten, Dennis Busch  
& Francesca Gavin
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-110-5

THE AGE OF COLLAGE 3
Contemporary Collage  
in Modern Art

By: Johannes Erler 
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color,  hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22 × 28 cm, 8 ¾ × 11 inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 45 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-519-6

HELLO I AM ERIK
Erik Spiekermann:  
Typographer, Designer, 
Entrepreneur

DREAMSCAPES & ARTIFICIAL 
ARCHITECTURE
Imagined Interior  
Design in Digital Art

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 208 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 39.95 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-249-2
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A FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS IN 
THE DENIM CAPITAL OF JAPAN
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TREND

Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at eget 
metus. Fusce dapibus, tellus ac cursus 
commodo, tortor mauris condimentum nibh, 
ut fermentum massa justo sit amet risus. 
Aenean eu leo quam. Pellentesque ornare 
sem lacinia quam venenatis vestibulum. Duis 
mollis, est non commodo luctus, nisi erat 
porttitor ligula, eget lacinia odio sem nec 
elit. Vestibulum id ligula porta felis euismod 
semper. Maecenas faucibus mollis interdum. 
Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet 
rutrum faucibus dolor auctor. Cras justo odio, 
dapibus ac facilisis in, egestas eget quam. 
Etiam porta sem malesuada magna mollis. 
vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet 
rutrum faucibus dolor auctor. Nulla vitae elit 
libero, a pharetrm faucibus dolor auctora 
auguaretrm e.

Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at eget 
metus. Fusce dapibus, tellus ac cursus 
commodo, tortor mauris condimentum nibh, 
ut fermentum massa justo sit amet risus. 
Aenean eu leo quam. Pellentesque ornare 
sem lacinia quam venenatis vestibulum. Duis 
mollis, est non commodo luctus, nisi erat 
porttitor ligula, eget lacinia odio sem nec 
elit. Vestibulum id ligula porta felis euismod 
semper. Maecenas faucibus mollis interdum. 
Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet 
rutrum faucibus dolor auctor. Cras justo odio, 
dapibus ac facilisis in, egestas eget quam. 
Etiam porta sem malesuada magna mollis 

Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at eget 
metus. Fusce dapibus, tellus ac cursus 
commodo, tortor mauris condimentum nibh, 
ut fermentum massa justo sit amet risus. 
Aenean eu leo quam. Pellentesque ornare 
sem lacinia quam venenatis vestibulum. Duis 
mollis, est non commodo luctus, nisi erat 
porttitor ligula, eget lacinia odio sem nec 
elit. Vestibulum id ligula porta felis euismod 
semper. Maecenas faucibus mollis interdum. 
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1000 words: Onsequo cusa simincto quatece sendisciis dolores dolorem. 
Id quiam qui rem quat aliti dolor magnatiam harior aut di ate aut 
omnihicab ium vid maionse quunda serum harit fugit quamet quunt 
quaessimus ut laborrorrum facearum quuntii sitione eatureste simus acia 
sa dit, velique eaquam, is nos nimenet audit occuptatem diae odia cones 
mod ut omniendiorem quae est que porerionet lab ipsuntiamet occulles 
entibusdam remporr ovitae sollum fuga. Borent ium dolupitati dolorro 
omnissent ut volupta cusam, same acessit, uta con non res volupidusae od 
mod quam etus et labo. Xereptaqui dolupti squibus et, tem exerum um 
dolupitati dolorro omnissent ut volupta cusam, same acessit, uta con non 
res vsolum quat.

At autat exeriat ibusand uciamenis eniatempori asi officitas doluptatis 
arum harum num non eaquatu mquatem facil invelloris quod ea sin non 
corestrunt, ere solesedi desse niet od et aceratur aut lamus alit et 
essincipsum iurio voluptamusa veratis cidunt iunt, andipsandi quidebiti 
diae sedis ni optatis renim ilitatquo con repratiunti coritas pienis ducil is et 
minvel maximus eum nobitias eserum qui dessin consequi ipis ipsandi 
andicabo. Name estem venis repudit aspiend ionseque ex eium quis 
dolorae nemporest, vent iligendelis culpa dolestiisit rnatend ebitae 
namusda distinum nienditate vercid molore vendis volorepudam 
inulloreptas

Ga. Ignihitatus modi dolorenia corit, si con remporem quiam et aut 
velenimus, sus audi remosam vid mossum quibusam, con remporem 
quiam et aut veleni. Onsequo cusa simincto quatece sendisciis dolores 
dolorem. Id quiam qui rem quat aliti dolor magnatiam harior aut di ate aut 
omnihicab ium vid maionse quunda serum harit fugit quamet quunt 
quaessimus ut laborrorrum facearum quuntii sitione eatureste simus acia 
sa dit, velique eaquam, is nos nimenet audit occuptatem diae odia cones 

mod ut omniendiorem quae est que porerionet lab ipsuntiamet occulles 
entibusdam remporr ovitae sollum fuga. Borent ium dolupitati dolorro 
omnissent ut volupta cusam, same acessit, uta con non res volupidusae od 
mod quam etus et labo. Xereptaqui dolupti squibus et, tem exerum solum 
At autat exeriat ibusand uciamenis eniatempori asi officitas doluptatis 
arum harum num non eaquatu mquatem facil invelloris quod ea sin non 
corestrunt, ere solesedi desse niet od et aceratur aut lamus alit et 
essincipsum iurio voluptamusa veratis cidunt iunt, andipsandi quidebiti 
diae sedis ni optatis renim ilitatquo con repratiunti coritas pienis ducil is et 
minvel maximus eum nobitias eserum qui dessin consequi ipis ipsandi 
andicabo. Name estem venis repudit aspiend ionseque ex eium quis 
dolorae nemporest, vent iligendelis culpa dolestiisit rnatend ebitae 
namusda distinum nienditate vercid molore vum dolupitati dolorro 
omnissent ut volupta cusam, same acessit, uta con non res vendis 
volorepudam inulloreptas

Ga. Ignihitatus modi dolorenia corit, si con remporem quiam et aut 
velenimus, sus audi remosam vid mossum quibusam, con remporem 
quiam et aut veleni. Onsequo cusa simincto quatece sendisciis dolores 
dolorem. Id quiam qui rem quat aliti dolor magnatiam harior aut di ate aut 
omnihicab ium vid maionse quunda serum harit fugit quamet quunt 
quaessimus ut laborrorrum facearum quuntii sitione eatureste simus acia 
sa dit, velique eaquam, is nos nimenet audit occuptatem diae odia cones 
mod ut omniendiorem quae est que porerionet lab ipsuntiamet occulles 
entibusdam remporr ovitae sollum fuga. Borent ium dolupitati dolorro 
omnissent ut volupta cuum dolupitati dolorro omnissent ut volupta 
cusam, same acessit, uta con non res vsam, same acessit, uta con non res 
volupidusae od mod quam etus et labo. Xereptaqui dolupti squibus et, tem 
exerum solum quat.At autat exeriat ibusand uciamenis eniatempori asi 
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SET YOURSELF APART 

Aenean eu leo quam. Pellentesque ornare 
sem lacinia quam venenatis vestibulum. 
Nulla vitae elit libero, a pharetra augue. 
Integer posuere erat a ante venenatis 
dapibus posuere velit aliquet. Maecenas sed 
diam eget risus varius blandit sit amet non 
magna. Aenean lacinia bibendum nulla sed 
consectetur. Aenean lacinia bibendum nulla 
sed consectetur. Nulla vitae elit libero, a 
pharetra augue.
 Cras mattis consectetur purus sit amet 
fermentum. Cras mattis consectetur purus sit 
amet fermentum. Praesent commodo cursus 
magna, vel scelerisque nisl consectetur et. 
Morbi leo risus, porta ac consectetur ac, 
vestibulum at eros.
 Nullam id dolor id nibh ultricies vehicula 
ut id elit. Cras justo odio, dapibus ac facilisis 
in, egestas eget quam. Morbi leo risus, porta 
ac consectetur ac, vestibulum at eros. Cum 
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis 

PHYSICAL INNOVATION 

Aenean eu leo quam. Pellentesque ornare 
sem lacinia quam venenatis vestibulum. 
Nulla vitae elit libero, a pharetra augue. 
Integer posuere erat a ante venenatis dapibus 
posuere t aliquet. Maecenas sed

01. Heading here. 
 Re nimil ma perum aut erum quiberis 

doluptatum quunt qui cor simusa 
quist quam eos asperist re peratatur 
as et dolupti aut aut andem. Ciis ra 
nonseniam, odisqui desti doloraturia dis 
adis nimin nonsedit haruptat ut voloratur

02. Heading here.
 Re nimil ma perum aut erum quiberis 

doluptatum quunt qui cor simusa 
quist quam eos asperist re peratatur 
as et dolupti aut aut andem. Ciis ra 
nonseniam, odisqui desti doloraturia 
dis adis nimin nonsedit haruptat ut 
voloratur?

03.  Heading here.
 Re nimil ma perum aut erum quiberis 

doluptatum quunt qui cor simusa 
quist quam eos asperist re peratatur 
as et dolupti aut aut andem. Ciis ra 
nonseniam, odisqui desti doloraturia 
dis adis nimin nonsedit haruptat ut 
voloratur?Ectatem aut aut estotatur.

RETAIL TECH
Aenean eu leo quam. Pellentesque ornare 
sem lacinia quam venenatis vestibulum. 
Nulla vitae elit libero, a pharetra augue. 
Integer posuere erat a ante venenatis 
dapibus posuere velit aliquet. Maecenas sed 
diam eget risus varius blandit sit amet non 
magna. Aenean lacinia bibendum nulla sed 
consectetur. Aenean lacinia bibendum nulla 
sed consectetur. Nulla vitae elit libero, a 
pharetra augue.
 Cras mattis consectetur purus sit amet 
fermentum. Cras mattis consectetur purus sit 
amet fermentum. Praesent commodo cursus 
magna, vel scelerisque nisl consectetur et. 
Morbi leo risus, porta ac consectetur ac, 
vestibulum at eros.
 Nullam id dolor id nibh ultricies vehicula 
ut id elit. Cras justo odio, dapibus ac facilisis 
in, egestas eget quam. Morbi leo risus, porta 
ac consectetur ac, vestibulum at eros. Cum 
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis 
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. 
Donec sed odio dui. Sed posuere consectetur 
est at lobortis.
 Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis 
dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus 
mus. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Nullam id dolor id nibh 
ultricies vehicula ut id elit. Integer posuere 
erat a ante venenatis dapibus posuere velit 
aliquet. Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at 
eget metus. Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue 
laoreet rutrum faucibus dolor auctor.

E X P E R I E N T I A L  R E TA I L B R I E F I N G

LESSONS LEARNED FROM  
EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL

LEARNINGS

parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. 
Donec sed odio dui. Sed posuere consectetur 
est at lobortis.
 Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis 
dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus 
mus. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Nullam id dolor id nibh 
ultricies vehicula ut id elit. Integer posuere 
erat a ante venenatis dapibus posuere velit 
aliquet. Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at 
eget metus. Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue 
laoreet rutrum faucibus dolor auctor.
 Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet 
rutrum faucibus dolor auctor. Cum sociis 
natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient 
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Curabitur 
blandit tempus porttitor. Nullam quis risus 
eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Morbi leo 
risus, porta ac consectetur ac, vestibulum.
 Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus 
auctor fringilla. Vivamus sagittis lacus vel 
augue laoreet rutrum faucibus dolor auctor. 
Donec sed odio dui. Lorem ipsum dolor sit 

‘If you want your store to stand out, 
look to add something that really 
adds value for the customer. In the age 
of online, it goes a long way.’ 

INFOGRAPHIC
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A guide to the next generation of retail businesses. 
Meet the innovators and entrepreneurs who run shops, 
and learn how you can too.

A new generation of founders and entrepre-
neurs are revolutionizing brick and mortar 
retail with innovative sales strategies and 
hybrid shop designs that leave nothing to 
chance. 

Curated by Courier magazine, The World’s 
Best Shops is a guide to the best of modern 
shops, featuring profiles of some of the world’s 
most diverse and inspiring retail spaces, brief-
ings on big retail trends and opportunities, 
and more than 70 pages of practical advice 
and tips for anyone who’s ever dreamed of 
setting up their own shop. It is a refreshing 
view on thriving businesses that makes one 
thing clear: retail is alive and kicking, and 
reinventing itself in wonderful ways. Let’s 
get selling!

WHAT TO EXPECT
• An insightful book exploring a new age 

of retail and bricks and mortar business
• Practical advice from entrepreneurs and 

shop founders aimed at those keen to 
start their own venture

• Profiles of fascinating small business 
owners from around the world

• Beautiful imagery and design 
inspiration to complete the experience

COURIER (magazine) 
is the defining media brand for a new 
generation who want to live and work on 
their own terms. Based in London, Courier 
has been telling insightful and inspiring 
stories of modern business through print, 
podcasts, events and more since launching 
in 2013. This is their second book with 
gestalten, following up to Work Better. 
Live Smarter. Be Happier., published in 2021.

9  783967  040630
R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  O CTO B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2

Editors: Courier & gestalten 
Author: Courier 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, belly band, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 65 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-063-0
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THE WORLD’S BEST SHOPS 

How They Started, 
the People Behind 
Them, and How You 
Can Open One Too
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Amidst the sea  
of doing lies  
the land of being

Jaime Hayon started producing his substantial body of work 
around 20 years ago. It was talked about in the media right from the word 
go as critics considered him an interpreter capable of transmitting the 
spirit of his time. Hayon has never been afraid of colour, he chooses to use 
figurative shapes and he has never shied away from the media machine 
— quite the opposite in fact as he offered himself up as an empathic 
and versatile product. From the outset he looked on the world as a field 
of action where he could practice the profession of designer, artist, 
performer and all-round communicator.

Spanish by birth, Hayon comes from a family that for generations 
has lived through all different kinds of travel: discovery, escape, exile, 
rescue, conquest, relocation, commuting, missions, assimilation, leaving no 
tracks but then discovering them again in order to find the way home. 

Marco Sammicheli
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The eagerly awaited second monograph of the 
visionary Spanish furniture and interior designer.

Welcome to Hayon’s beautiful world. 
Mysterious ceramic creatures, finely crafted 
objects, curvy furniture, the warm pastel 
colors of his Mediterranean home. 

Jaime Hayon Elements is the follow up to 
gestalten’s highly successful Works. The book 
compiles Jaime Hayon’s famed work for  iconic 
brand and explores his relationship with 
materials, his theory of color, his technique, 
his inspiration, his creative process. Jaime’s 
style and vision have come to be associated 
with the most prestigious interior design for 
hotels, restaurants, and galleries. Blurring 
the lines between art, decoration, and design, 
Hayon’s creations are full of a playfulness 
and optimism.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Inspiring presentation of the key 

elements of Jaime Hayon's work and 
his approach to design

• Beautifully detailed photography of 
his design work from the last twenty 
years of his career

• A series of writings will focus on 
Hayon's method, professional approach 
and visual research

Spanish artistdesigner JAIME HAYON founded 
Hayon Studio in 2001. He has brought his 
unique vision in contemporary design to the 
likes of Swarovski, Fritz Hansen, &Tradition, 
or Baccarat, as well as executing complete 
interiors for leading hospitality and cultural 
venues. Based in Valencia, Spain, he has been 
lauded one of the most influential creators of 
the last decade and as a “visionary” creative 
icon by TIME magazine.

9  783967  040548
R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  A U G U S T  2 0 2 2 
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  O CTO B E R  2 0 2 2 

Editors: gestalten & Hayon Studio 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 304 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-054-8

JAIME HAYON ELEMENTS
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-
iscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. 
Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus 
et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridic-
ulus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pel-
lentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla 
consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, 
fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. 
In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venena-
tis vitae, justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede 
mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. 
Vivamus elementum semper nisi. 

Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus. 
Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vi-
tae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem ante, 
dapibus in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. 
Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. 
Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ul-
tricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ul-
tricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. 
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet 
adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam 
nunc, blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, 
lorem. Maecenas nec odio et ante tincidunt 
tempus. Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatis 
faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit amet orci 
eget eros faucibus tincidunt. Duis leo. Sed frin-
gilla mauris sit amet nibh. 

Donec sodales sagittis magna. Sed 
consequat, leo eget bibendum sodales, augue 
velit cursus nunc, quis gravida magna mi a libe-
ro. Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum 

purus quam, scelerisque ut, mollis sed, nonum-
my id, metus. Nullam accumsan lorem in dui. 
Cras ultricies mi eu turpis hendrerit fringilla. 
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci 
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; In ac 
dui quis mi consectetuer lacinia. Nam pretium 
turpis et arcu. Duis arcu tortor, suscipit eget, 
imperdiet nec, imperdiet iaculis, ipsum. Sed 
aliquam ultrices mauris. Integer ante arcu, ac-
cumsan a, con sectetuer eget, posuere ut, 

HOW THE 
 DENIM  JACKET 
 CONQUERED 
COUNTRY. AND 
THEN ROCK 
AND ROLL.

Cum sociis natoque pena 
tibus et magnis dis par 
turient montes, nascetur 
ridiculus mus. Donec 
quam felis, ultricies nec, 
pellentesque eu, pretium 
quis, sem. Nulla massa.

mauris. Praesent adipiscing. Phasellus ullam-
corper ipsum rutrum nunc. 

Nunc nonummy metus. Vestibulum 
volutpat pretium libero. Cras id dui. Aenean ut 
eros et nisl sagittis vestibulum. Nullam nulla 
eros, ultricies sit amet, nonummy id, imperdiet 
feugiat, pede. Sed lectus. Donec mollis hendre-
rit risus. Phasellus nec sem in justo pellen-
tesque facilisis. Etiam imperdiet imperdiet orci. 
Nunc nec neque. Phasellus leo dolor, tempus 
non, auctor et, hendrerit quis, nisi. Curabitur li-
gula sapien, tincidunt non, euismod vitae, pos-
uere imperdiet, leo. 

Maecenas malesuada. Praesent 
congue erat at massa. Sed cursus turpis vitae 
tortor. Donec posuere vulputate arcu. Phasellus 
accumsan cursus velit. Vestibulum ante ipsum 
primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posu-
ere cubilia Curae; Sed aliquam, nisi quis portti-
tor congue, elit erat euismod orci, ac placerat 
dolor lectus quis orci. Phasellus consectetuer 
vestibulum elit. Aenean tellus metus, biben-
dum sed, posuere ac, mattis non, nunc. 
Vestibulum fringilla pede sit amet augue. In tur-
pis. Pellentesque posuere. Praesent turpis. 
Aenean posuere, tortor sed cursus feugiat, 
nunc augue blandit nunc, eu sollicitudin urna 
dolor sagittis lacus. 

Donec elit libero, sodales nec, volut-
pat a, suscipit non, turpis. Nullam sagittis. 
Suspendisse pulvinar, augue ac venenatis con-
dimentum, sem libero volutpat nibh, nec pel-
lentesque velit pede quis nunc. Vestibulum 
ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ul-
trices posuere cubilia Curae; Fusce id purus. Ut 
varius tincidunt libero. 

Phasellus dolor. Maecenas vestibu-
lum mollis diam. Pellentesque ut neque. 
Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus 
et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. 
In dui magna, posuere eget, vestibulum et, 
tempor auctor, justo. In ac felis quis tortor 
malesuada pretium. Pellentesque auctor neque 
nec urna. Proin sapien ipsum, porta a, auctor 
quis, euismod ut, mi. Aenean viverra rhoncus 
pede. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique 
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis 
egestas. Ut non enim eleifend felis pretium feu-
giat. Vivamus quis mi. Phasellus a est. Phasellus 
magna. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. 
Curabitur at lacus ac velit ornare lobortis. 
Curabitur a felis in nunc fringillaEt autatiis in 
cor ma cor sint, essita dolorume ea nessequa-
tem aut volut evelendi cumquo odi derunt arum 
et quas aditaec totatio commossitam exces 
abo. Nemos ius inctoreperi blaccus volo con es 
plabori il incimus voluptatem eosa velecerunt-
em vel ea simus dolestias sit omnia earum dolor 
archilit liquiae parum quiducim reptate mos 
nonsed quam culparum ut alicitiusae de nustis 
re idello min ero dolor re ipsus as molore se-
quasi tescius solorere non namet eosande llor-
estia qui adionectem dolestias aboremque nam 
arum nos et, non earchit, qui aliquis nos ut ut 
eatiis sequo to deni verspelit, dunda voluptate 
veribus maio. Et quiscimusam id maximporro 
bla sus, sus, cum voluptat re enis magni core et 
ipidem et rem am laborum quuntibus dis volor 
simoluptasin nonsequi doloribus volut aspid

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum 

sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, 
nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, 

pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa 
quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet.

54

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. 

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient 
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. 

Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium 
quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede 

justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eg

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-
iscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. 
Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus 
et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridic-
ulus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pel-
lentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla 
consequat massa quis enim. 

Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet 
nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhon-
cus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. 
Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. 
Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus ele-
mentum semper nisi. Aenean vulputate eleif-
end tellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, 
consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lo-
rem ante, dapibus in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tel-
lus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius 

laoreet. Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. 
Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullam-
corper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam 
rhoncus. 

Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condi-
mentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit 
amet adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nam 
quam nunc, blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hen-
drerit id, lorem. Maecenas nec odio et ante tin-
cidunt tempus. Donec vitae sapien ut libero 
venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit 
amet orci eget eros faucibus tincidunt. Duis 
leo. Sed fringilla mauris sit amet nibh. Donec 
sodales sagittis magna. Sed consequat, leo 
eget bibendum sodales, augue velit cursus 
nunc, quis gravida magna mi a libero. Fusce 
vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum purus

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 
eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient 
montes, nascetu.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo.
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Meet the 
deck jacket, 
a wearable 
furnace 
for sailors.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis 
natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur 
ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque 
eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. 
Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulpu tate eget, 
arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, 
justo. Nullam dictum felis eu Integer tincidunt.

Duis arcu tortor, suscipit eget, imperdiet nec, 
imperdiet iaculis, ipsum. Sed hendre rit ali quam ultrices 
mauris. Integer ante arcu, accumsan a, consectetuer 
eget, posuere ut, mauris. Praesent adipiscing. Phasellus 
ullamcorper ipsum rutrum nunc. Nunc nonummy me-
tus. Vestibulum volutpat pretium libero. Cras id dui. 
Aenean ut eros et nisl sagittis vestibulum. Nullam nulla 
eros, ultricies sit amet, nonummy id, imperdiet feugiat, 
pede. Sed lectus. Donec mollis hendrerit risus. Phasellus 
nec sem in justo pellentesque facilisis. Etiam imperdiet 
imperdiet orci. Nunc nec neque. Phasellus leo dolor, 
tempus non, auctor et, hendrerit quis, nisi. Curabitur li-
gula sapien, tincidunt non, euismod vitae, posuere im-
perdiet, leo. Maecenas malesuada. Praesent congue 
erat at massa. Sed cursus turpis vitae tortor. Donec po-
suere vulputate arcu. Phasellus accumsan cursus velit. 

Nam eget dui. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit 
amet adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam nunc, 
blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hendrerit, lorem. Maecenas 
nec odio et ante tincidunt tempus. Donec vitae sapien 
ut libero venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit 
amet orci pro eget eros faucibus hendrerit tincidunt. 

Duis leo. Sed fringilla mauris sit amet nibh. 
Donec sodales sagittis magna. Sed consequat, leo eget 
bibendum sodales, augue velit cursus nunc, quis gravi-
da magna mi a libero. Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. 
nonummy id, metus. Nullam accumsan lorem in dui. 
Cras ultricies mi eu turpis hendrerit fringilla. Vestibulum 
ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices pos-
uere cubilia Curae; In ac dui quis mi consectetuer lacin-
ia. Nam pretium turpis et arcu. 6
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THE REBEL’S WARDROBE

The Untold Story of  
Menswear’s Renegade Past

An entertaining exploration of trend-immune 
fashion classics and the surprising origins 
of your everyday clothing items.

How did the plain white T-shirt become an 
everyday hero? Which movie star helped turn 
the leather jacket into a global icon? And were 
chinos really created for military purposes? 
The origin stories of these casual men’s fash-
ion staples will surprise you, and can often 
be traced to subversive counter cultures.

The Rebel’s Wardrobe unpacks the modern 
menswear lexicon and reveals, for example, 
why the Carhartt jacket designed for railroad 
workers became synonymous with skaters 
and graffiti artists, and how polo shirts made 
the leap from middle-class tennis clubs to 
British Mods. Traversing genres and styles, 
this book goes back to the gestation period 
of iconic pieces and shows how they became 
timeless classics that transcended fashion.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• A look at bygone eras through the lens 

of fashion, making the links between 
seemingly disparate groups, from 
military to sports

• Beautiful archive and contemporary 
photographs that tell the history of 
iconic men’s clothing

• Using fashion as a springboard to take 
a wider, 360 look at pop culture over 
the last 100 years

Comprising THOMAS STEGE BOJER and 
BRYAN SZABO, Denimhunters is one of the 
internet’s premier denim and heritage 
menswear authorities. It was founded in 
2012 by Stege Bojer, who now serves as the 
editorinchief. Experienced writer and 
editor Szabo is a contributor to the site, 
and notably spearheads the writing and 
research for the Well Made Essentials 
rugged menswear buying guide.

9  783967  040722R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  O CTO B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  J A N U A RY  2 0 2 3

Editors: gestalten, 
Thomas Stege Bojer & Bryan Szabo 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 65 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-072-2
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This page: Akizuki’s circle of Lolita-loving friends represent many of the different sub-genres of the fashion. Opposite page: Akizuki’s style,  
ama-loli, is a portmanteau of amai (sweet) and loli for Lolita.
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DEKOTORA

An eye-popping level of truck customization 
with surprising links to philanthropy.

Japanese streets are no stranger to 
 spectacle. The customized-car culture 
and cadres of dedicated enthusiasts have 
adopted and adapted modding influences 
from around the world and made them their 
own. Yet the biggest spectacle on  Japanese 
roads—literally and figuratively—is an 
 entirely homegrown one. The dekotora, 
short for “decoration truck,” is truly a 
sight to behold. Studded with glittering 
lights, finished with gleaming chrome, 
outlandish attachments, and beautiful 
paint jobs, the presence of these garish 
long-haulers is a distinctive sight on 
Japanese highways, although their numbers 
have dwindled in recent years.

 Customizing trucks in Japan was 
not unheard of before the 1970s, but the 
release of the comedy movie Torakku Yaro 

1
1
1

THE OBSESSED

Otaku, Tribes, and 
Subcultures of Japan

When it comes to subculture, nowhere is as 
unique or experimentally animated as Japan.

From vibrantly anime-covered vehicles to 
hotrodders, there is a captivating approach 
to counter-culture that allows anyone and 
everyone to embrace their passion through 
attire or lifestyle. Whether it is Cosplay, 
Rockabilly, Hip-Hop, or Gothic, The Obsessed 
reveals the all-consuming approach that 
many people take to their hobbies and lifestyle 
choices. Featuring incredible photography, 
this book showcases the many different 
scenes and people that makeup Japan’s count-
less countercultural groups.

Complete with texts profiling a diverse 
range of Otaku and followers of other sub-
cultures alongside features contextualizing 
their place within Japanese society and global 
popular culture, The Obsessed open the pages 
to this over-the-wall discovery of Japanese 
subcultures and the people that dedicate their 
lives to it.

IRWIN WONG 
is an editorial and commercial photographer 
based in Tokyo. Originally from Melbourne, 
Australia, he moved to Japan in 2005. Wong’s 
client list is truly international with names 
such as Amazon, Nike, The Washington Post, 
Carl Zeiss, Forbes, Shiseido, Mitsubishi 
Motors, and more. In 2020, he made his 
gestalten debut after coediting Handmade 
in Japan.

“Renowned for his powerful portraiture and insight-
ful documentary photography, the photographer 
delves into the country’s tribes and counterculture, 
revealing the momentous passion devotees have 
for their hobbies and lifestyles. This book offers 
a showcase of scenes and individuals from many of 
Japan’s countercultural groups and is a visual riot 
for those captivated by Japan’s singular dedication 
to the offbeat.” WE HEART (US)

Editors: gestalten & Irwin Wong 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-008-1

SOFT ELECTRONICS

Iconic Retro Designs from 
the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s

The golden era of industrial design 
that revolutionized home appliances.

The fascinating world of product design 
that emerged between the 1960s and 1980s 
symbolized the birth of a new age in human 
behavior. From coffee grinders to electric 
knives to blow-dryers, each home appliance 
was intended to help in the daily household 
 routines—but they were also masterpieces 
of style.

Based on Jaro Gielens’s collection, 
Soft Electronics explores a nostalgic and 
unique set of products from a very distinct 
period in design. Each object possesses a 
sense of longevity, quality, and innovation 
that has been hard to match since planned 
obsolescence redefined our relationship 
with consumer goods. Essays on the three 
decades and four brand profiles present a 
deep dive into an iconic era of product design 
Soft Electronics pays homage to. 

Born in 1971, JARO GIELENS is a Dutch 
collector of retro gadgets and electronic 
games. He also works as an interaction 
and web designer, and has been playing 
video games since 1981. His first book 
with gestalten, Electronic Plastic, explored 
handheld and tabletop devices from 
the ’70s and ’80s.

“Simple lines and clean shapes, bright colors 
and lots of plastic! In the legendary 60s, these 
are the main features of product design, as 
recalled by the cover of the volume published 
by gestalten, dedicated not only to fans of 
vintage design. It is in fact the proposal of a 
fascinating journey into product design over a 
memorable period, from the 60s to the 70s and 
80s, between iconic objects and products that 
responded to the behaviors and different needs 
of people, marking the beginning of a new era.” 
(Translated from Italian) ELLE DECOR (IT)

Editors: gestalten & Jaro Gielens 
Features: Full color, flex cover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-040-1

Advertising for an  
array of Moulinex  
kitchen devices, printed  
in November, 1963.

The history of the famous French kitchen and home  appliances 

brand Moulinex dates to early 1930s Paris. There, a young 

 businessman and inventor named Jean Mantelet—inspired, legend 

has it, by his wife’s lumpy, hand-mashed potato purée—had the 

idea for a food mill that would transform cooked vegetables into  

a smooth mash at the crank of a handle.

Mantelet introduced his device, the Moulin-Legumes 

(“ vegetable shredder”), at the Lyon Fair in 1932, where it retailed 

for 36 francs but garnered little interest. Two months later, he 

brought the design to the Paris Fair, reducing the price to 20 

francs, and achieving instant success. By the end of the year, his 

company, then known as Manufacture d’Emboutissage de Bagnolet, 

was  producing around 2,000 mills a day. Mantelet had found his 

 business model: small, mass-produced domestic appliances that 

were affordable, yet invaluable in their time-saving potential.

Between 1929 and 1953, Mantelet applied for 93 patents, 

producing everything from nutcrackers (the Mouli-Noix) to salt 

mills (the Mouli-Sel), and his best-seller, the Légumex: a rotating 

vegetable peeler and scraper. But it was 1956 that spawned  

Mantelet’s biggest hit, a neat electric coffee grinder, dubbed the 

Moulinex. Retailing at less than half the market price of other  

coffee grinders, the Moulinex was a testament to Mantelet’s theory 

that “a new price is a new market.” By the end of the year, some 

1.5 million units had sold. Capitalizing on the  product’s  success, 

in 1957 Mantelet changed the company name to  Moulinex, and 

swiftly entered the realm of electronic appliances.

The 1960s marked the arrival of Jean Louis Barrault at  

Moulinex, who joined as a freelance designer in 1963, fresh  

from Raymond Loewy’s Compagnie d’Esthétique Industrielle (CEI) 

in Paris. Arguably the brand’s most influential designer, Barrault 

prioritized simple efficiency—“a juicer must squeeze citrus  

fruits, that’s all,” he told Les Echos in 1996—and innovation  

(“innovation must be permanent otherwise you are dead”).  

This approach is evidenced in his multifarious designs for the 

company over the subsequent 25 years.

The 1960s also saw Moulinex launch its famous slogan  

“Moulinex libère la femme!” (“Moulinex liberates women”), 

 targeting a new generation of housewives keen to free them-

selves from the daily drudgery of household chores. New releases 

spanned food processors of all kinds, including choppers, mixers, 

and blenders, which swiftly revolutionized home cooking, through 

vacuum cleaners and hair dryers.

By the 1970s, it was estimated that every household in France  

had, on average, four Moulinex products, while around 50 percent 

of the company’s sales were now overseas. And the company’s 

creativity, it seems, knew no bounds. Over the course of the 

decade, Moulinex introduced a stream of new products, from 

its 1972 electric coffee maker—a resounding success—to its first 

microwave oven in 1978, as well as more whimsical offerings,  

like brightly hued salad spinners and electric egg boilers. 

The first half of the 1980s was also a time of prolific  innovation, 

resulting in programmable coffee machines, nifty  pasta makers, 

and a whole host of refined cooking appliances. Think: the modern, 

radically compact Vertical Grill (1981), featuring a motorized 

attachment for rotating chicken while it roasted, or the Cuitout,  

a progressive, multi-tasking Slow Cooker (1981), which could  

cook, stew, fry, steam, and boil. 

In 1985, overwhelmed by competition, Moulinex found itself 

in serious financial difficulty for the first time. In 1991,  following 

the death of its founder, the company purchased German home- 

appliance brand Krups, resulting in further financial turmoil.  

10 year later, Moulinex declared bankruptcy and was subsequently 

acquired by longtime French rival, Groupe SEB. 

Under this new umbrella, the brand has been able to continue 

its founding mission of making kitchen appliances available to all, 

while instilling the cooking process with an effortless joie de vivre.

its affordable, time-saving gadgets.
rendered daily chores effortless with  

Food for thought. The French brand 

Moulinex founder Jean Mantelet,  
pictured at his desk in 1962.

Moulinex
Moulinex | 127 

104

This compact grinder was introduced 

in 1974. Its edges are soft, and it has 

a clear plastic compartment for freshly 

ground coffee. The K4’s controls are also 

emphasized with color. The oversized 

on-off button and a simple switch that 

toggles between grind settings stand out 

from the device’s plastic body. This product, 

which was available in four colors, is  

a marked evolution from the K1, released  

in 1968, where the motor block is twice 

the size, as well as the 1974’s K3, a 

popular, nearly identical product, which 

was sold by several other brands also.

Mahlwerk-Kaffeemühle K4 | 105 

Bosch | Model No. K4
Germany, 1974

Mahlwerk-Kaffeemühle K4
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Editors: gestalten & Irwin Wong 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-992-7

HANDMADE IN JAPAN
The Pursuit of Perfection  
in Traditional Crafts

Editors: gestalten & Kari Molvar  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-995-8

BE WELL 
New Spa and Bath Culture 
and the Art of Being Well

WHAT A WEDDING!
New Wedding Planning, 
Ideas, and Inspiration

Editors: gestalten & 
Marianne Julia Strauss
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-014-2

Editors: gestalten & Highsnobiety
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,  
320 pages, 22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-580-6

THE INCOMPLETE
Highsnobiety Guide to  
Street Fashion and Culture

THE NEW LUXURY
Highsnobiety: Defining the 
Aspirational in the Age of Hype

Editors: gestalten & Highsnobiety 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-983-5
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Steuergerät regie 308° (1973)
Control unit regie 308° (1973)

Steuergerät regie 308° (Detail)
Control unit regie 308° (detail)

Entwurf eines Thermometers für die
Empfängnisverhütung nach der Knaus-Ogino-
Methode. Ein LCD-Display zeigt die
Temperaturmessungen im Ablauf eines Monats.
(Angela Knoop)

121

Design for a thermometer for the Knaus-Ogino
contraception method. A LCD display shows the
temperatures taken during the course of one
month. (Angela Knoop)

Fotoklemmleuchte – Funktionsmodell
Photo clamping lamp – functional model

Entwurf Foto-Klemmleuchte (Angela Knoop) Photo clamping lamp design (Angela Knoop)

Der Entwurf eines Stuhles für die Aula der
Hochschule für bildende Künste etwa ent-
stand im Rahmen eines internen Wettbe-
werbs. Der Aufgabe entsprechend lässt er
sich stapeln und reihen. Die wichtigste For-
derung war, dass der Stuhl von Hamburger
Handwerksbetrieben hergestellt werden
konnte. Seine Konstruktion ist deshalb pro-
duktionstechnisch sehr einfach: Gebogenes
Stahlrohr.

The design of a chair for the auditorium of the
University of Fine Arts, for example, came out
of an internal competition. As the assignment
required, it can be stacked and arranged in
rows. The most important requirement was
that the chair be capable of being manufactu-
red by Hamburg handcraft companies. In
terms of technical production, the construc-
tion is therefore very simple: bent steel tubing.

Grundlage für den Entwurf der Klemmlampe
waren Untersuchungen zur Mechanik der
Klemme. Die Lösung – eine Klemme, die mit
einem Hebel und deshalb sehr leicht zu öff-
nen ist – wurde mit Funktionsmustern unter-
sucht und optimiert.

Die konzeptionelle Idee der Halogen-Schreib-
tischleuchte (Seite 122) ist die variable Be-
festigung mit einer Schiene an der Rückseite
des Tischs. Die Leuchte kann also in der Ho-
rizontalen verschoben werden.

The basis for the design of the clamping lamp
came from investigations into the mechanics
of clamps. The solution – a clamp that was
very easy to open, thanks to a lever – was 
explored and optimised by making functional
models.

The conceptual idea behind the halogen desk
lamp  (p. 122) is the variable attachment,
which uses a track at the back of the table.
This allows the lamp to be moved around 
horizontally.

Editors: Klaus Klemp & Keiko 
Ueki-Polet
Features: Full color, PVC cover  
in slipcase, 808 pages, 19 × 23 cm, 
7 ½ × 9 inches
Language: English & German
Price: € 69.90 (D) £ 60 $ 90 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-584-4

In his more than 40 years at Braun, Rams established 
himself as one of the most influential designers of the 
twentieth century. His elegantly clear visual language 
defined product design for generations, but also our 
fundamental understanding of what design is and what 
it can and should do.

“shows how extraordinary his work at Braun was.”  
THE NEW YORK TIMES

LESS AND MORE
The Design Ethos  
of Dieter Rams

LESS BUT BETTER
Weniger, aber besser

Few product designs have the staying power of creations 
by Dieter Rams. Almost everything produced by the most 
influential designer of the twentieth century is today 
considered a classic. This new and revised edition of Less 
but Better shows once again why Dieter Rams’s approach 
to design will be relevant for the foreseeable future.  

Editors: Dieter und Ingeborg  
Rams Stiftung & Jo Klatt
Features: Full color, softcover,  
154 pages, 21 × 29.7 cm, 8 ¼ × 11 ¾ inches 
Language: English & German
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-525-7

THE NEW BEAUTY
A Modern Look at Beauty, 
Culture, and Fashion 

Editors: gestalten & Kari Molvar
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-860-9

ROOTS AND WINGS
Peter Schreyer: Designer,  
Artist, and Visionary

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 336 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 70 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-033-3

THE BEAUTY 
OF TIME TRAVEL
The Work of Ramdane Touhami and 
the Agency Art Recherche Industrie  
for Officine Universelle Buly
Editors: gestalten & Agency Art 
Recherche Industrie
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 440 pages,  
23 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-019-7
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What does it take to set out on your own 
and build something new? From the editors 
of Courier, the global magazine for modern 
business, comes a manifesto and how-to 
guide for living and working on your own 
terms. From Berlin to Bali, learn how inspiring 
people are finding purpose and happiness 
in their work and how you can follow in 
their footsteps –with practical advice on 
everything from nailing your big idea to 
boosting your productivity

Inside, find the in-depth stories of more 
than 30 business owners around the world– 
everywhere from London, Los Angeles, and 
Tokyo to Athens, Accra and Detroit. Find 
out how they got started and discover their 
daily rituals and routines.

Learn the new business opportunities in 
industries from food and retail to media and 
fashion. Then turn inspiration into action 
with tons of tips, tools, how-tos, resources 
and more. Let’s get started!

COURIER (magazine) 
is the defining media brand for a new 
 generation who want to live and work on  
their own terms. Based in London, Courier  
has been telling insightful and inspiring stories 
of modern business through print, podcasts, 
events and more since launching in 2013.

Editors: Courier & gestalten 
Authors: Courier, Jeff Taylor,  
Daniel Giacopelli
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-856-2

How to run a meaningful and successful 
business with and for like minded people.

WORK BETTER. LIVE SMARTER. BE HAPPIER.

Start a Business and  
Build a Life You Love By: Monocle

Features: Full color, linen, hardcover,  
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,  
306 pages, 19 × 24 cm, 7 ½ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-952-1

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO  
HOTELS, INNS AND HIDEAWAYS

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen, hardcover,  
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,  
306 pages, 19 × 24 cm, 7 ½ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-967-5

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO  
SHOPS, KIOSKS AND MARKETS

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
300 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-537-0

THE MONOCLE GUIDE  
TO GOOD BUSINESS

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
400 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-490-8

THE MONOCLE GUIDE  
TO BETTER LIVING

48 49

O N L I N E  M A R K E T P L AC E  F O U N D E R 0 4 .  B R I T TA N Y  C H AV E Z  –  LO S  A N G E L E S ,  U S A

‘From them I got this great duality. My mom is a young mom – she is just 
47 – and so I grew up with this amazing, fashionable young woman who 
was listening to a blend of mainstream and Latin music, like U2, 
The Cranberries and Alanis Morissette but also Selena. She and I both 
shopped at places like Anthropologie, Urban Outfitters and J Crew.’ 

Now Brittany both lives and works in Boyle Heights in downtown 
LA. The area has become a battleground for the Latino community in 
particular, as local residents have banded together to fight against 
gentrification. It is a fitting location for Brittany, who describes herself 
as ‘always walking to the beat of my own drum’.

After struggling with school and college during the peak of the 2016 
US presidential election, Brittany was jobless and scrolling on social media. 
‘I was working as an Uber driver. I must have seemed directionless.’ She is 
forthright about her lack of practical business experience. But what 
Brittany’s CV may have lacked, she made up for by surrounding herself 
with mentors, advisors and people she could look up to. Most of all, she 
invested in developing her own skills, including the one she knew she 
had down pat: building great relationships. 

‘One day, I was searching through directories of small fashion brands 
and I thought to myself: I wonder if there is anything like this for my 
community? Spoiler alert: there wasn’t. So I created an Instagram account 
to service the Latino community. After two years, I had grown this strong 
Latino audience who trusted me. I tried to do an influencer model where 
I’d charge brands for exposure – the problem was a lot of those smaller 
companies were just starting out and they couldn’t afford to pay. Long 
story short, the model wasn’t going to work.’

Instead, she pivoted her business model and built a dedicated Latino 
brand directory. The data firm Nielsen had just put out a report titled 

Between 2000 and 2020, there wasn’t one state in the US where the 
Hispanic or Latino population hadn’t grown by at least 20%. Hispanic 
and Latin Americans have accounted for more than half of all population 
growth since 2010, according to the Pew Research Centre. The US’ most 
populous state, California, with just under 40 million people, has the largest 
Latino population anywhere in the country. In 2020, there were estimated 
to be more than 15 million people of Latin descent living in the state. 

All of which points to the fact that businesses are paying more attention 
than ever to the Latino market. And yet, while many are courting the value 
that this community can offer, it does raise the question: where are all the 
Latino-owned businesses? Even in LA, most people can count the number 
of well-known Latino brands on one hand. 

Brittany Chavez, a 30-year-old second-generation immigrant Latina 
from Los Angeles, is seeking to change that narrative with her online 
marketplace Shop Latinx, which hosts hundreds of independent, Latino-
owned beauty, fashion and lifestyle brands. 

Nevertheless, it hasn’t been an easy journey. ‘I am a child of teenage 
parents,’ says Brittany. Her mother and father met while living in the same 
apartment block in the city’s Koreatown, as the children of Guatemalan 
and Nicaraguan immigrants. She says her family relationships were 
‘somewhat toxic’, describing her father as ‘just this fucked-up kid, such a 
fucked-up kid’. He left her mother and ended up in jail and addicted to 
drugs. ‘I don’t have a relationship with him now,’ she says. 

This parental rift meant that Brittany was raised by her grandmother 
and mother. ‘They moved me to the San Fernando Valley, which is where 
a lot of the celebrities live, so I went to school with lots of white and black 
rich kids whose parents have worked and done well in “the industry”,’ 
she says. The industry of showbiz, that is.
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GET STARTED 
IN HOMEWARE

HOME SWEET HOME

The global homeware industry is 
set to grow by nearly $80 billion 
by 2024. From build-your-own 
sofas and statement wall paints 
to houseplants and prints, there’s 
a huge amount of opportunity 
for brands to offer furniture, art 
and functional products that 
give a touch of personality to 
people’s homes. Remote working 
will only add to this growth, as 
consumers create multipurpose 
‘sanctuary spaces’ in their homes. 
And fashion, beauty and food 
businesses are all increasingly 
dipping their toes into the 
homeware game as well. 

38%
The percentage of all 
growth in homeware 

that will be attributed 
to the Asia Pacific 
market, according 

to Technavio. Higher 
disposable incomes, 

more households and 
a desire for luxury 
have spurred it on.

(Clockwise from above) 
Framed prints by DROOL, 

which supports small 
artists; Grain’s Atholl stool; 

a pair of Disco oak side 
tables from Basta.

(Clockwise from 
above) Furniture to lease 
from Conjure; Jiggy’s 
Bathing with Flowers 
puzzle; a Shida display; 
Shrimps x Habitat lamp  
and cushion.  

10 OPPORTUNITIES

Homeware covers a huge 
variety of products and 
services. If you’re looking for 
inspiration on where to get 
started, here are some brands 
and sub-sectors on the up.

01. Statement rugs. 
 Weaving and tufting 

processes are typically 
time-intensive and 
laborious. As consumers 
begin to appreciate that, 
premium rug brands – 
such as The Blue Boy and 
URBANARA – are emerging. 

02. Kitchen knives. 
 Knives are a growing 

segment of the cookware 
boom. London-based 
Katto was born out of 
the co-founders’ love for 
cooking, while Material 
has developed three core 
products for different 
culinary needs. 

03. Affordable art. 
 DROOL is helping lead the 

movement to democratise 
art by working directly 
with small artists to scale 
their businesses, while 
Tappan connects artists 
to collectors looking to 
add colour and interest 
to their homes.

04. Functional toys. 
 Adults are playing more 

– for their wellbeing, to 
stay off screens and keep 
their minds active. Forge 
Creative builds luxury 
chess sets, skateboards and 
hula hoops out of wood. 

05. Flat-pack furniture. 
 Swyft and Basta offer 

modular sofas to put 
together at home, Grain 
specialises in stools and 
tables, and Housefish is 
the expert on storage. 

06. Sustainable bedding.
 Brands are exploring new 

materials for bed linens 
to improve sleep quality 
and reduce environmental 
impact. Rise & Fall gets 
into the weeds of yarn 
quality and thread count.

07. Signature wallpaper.
 LA-based Jungalow has 

a nature-inspired wallpaper 
line, while Munks + Me 
focuses on UK-designed 
wall prints for kids’ spaces. 
Meanwhile, Tempaper 
and Chasing Paper have 
pioneered removable 
wallpaper technology, an 
innovation that has been 
welcomed by consumers. 

08. Home fragrance. 
 The candle industry has 

ballooned and diffusers 
have also expanded. 
NEOM’s Wellbeing Pod 
is a mechanical diffuser 
containing essential oils 
for de-stressing, boosting 
mood and improving sleep. 

09. Fitness as furniture.
 Exercise machines are often 

a clunky addition to your 
home. Mirror is a workout 
screen that doubles up as, 
well, a mirror, while PENT’s 
wood-crafted dumbbells are 
a design-focused alternative 
aimed at weight-lifters. 

10. Office and organisation.
 After seeing a flood of new 

homeworkers needing 
ergonomic furniture, 
companies like Branch 
and Fully offer lines of 
beautiful office chairs, 
desks, lamps and storage.

 

40%
The percentage of 

US consumers wanting 
to continue with home-
improvement projects 

post-pandemic, 
according to NPD. 

Cleaning, landscaping 
and remodelling took 

off as people spent 
more time indoors, 

and hardware stores 
have been one of 

the fastest-growing 
retailers as a result.

HOW THE BIG BRANDS
ARE RESPONDING 

Major businesses in a number 
of consumer-facing sectors have 
reframed themselves as ‘lifestyle 
brands’, with many covering 
home decor. H&M Home 
expanded into lighting, Zara 
Home is launching pet furniture, 
designer label Shrimps partnered 
with retailer Habitat to launch 
a homeware line, and Mango 
is expanding into homeware 
as well. While large homeware 
companies can compete on 
price, emerging brands are often 
seen championing sustainable 
and transparent sourcing and 
fair wages for artisans. They’re 
putting pressure on the big 
players to up the ante on ethical, 
fair production. IKEA, for 
example, launched a buy-back 
initiative in late 2020 in response 
to consumers increasingly 
demanding greater sustainability 
and circularity from brands. 

WHAT’S THE
CHALLENGE?

Before you jump straight into 
the action, here are a few 
questions to consider. 

WHAT WILL YOU OFFER 
THAT’S DIFFERENT?

New homeware brands are 
either taking a jack-of-all-
trades approach to product 
development, or becoming 
deep specialists. Which 
route will you take? 

WILL YOU LAUNCH ONLINE 
OR OFFLINE? 

Consumers can find 
shopping for homeware 
challenging, but buying 

in a physical shop might also 
be difficult. If you’re planning 
to be online-only, how will 
your brand experience 
translate offline?

HOW WILL YOU DEVELOP 
AND BUILD YOUR PRODUCTS? 

This includes where you’ll 
source your materials, how 
you’ll produce and the 
factories you’ll work with. 

HOW DO YOU PLAN TO SCALE 
THE BUSINESS UP? 

Do the factories you partner 
with offer the scale that you 
might eventually need to 
meet growing demand?

TRY THIS 
Gardening and lawn 

care have been one of 
the largest-growing 

homeware segments. 
Globally, the industry 
is expected to grow 
by nearly $3 billion 
between 2020 and 
2024, according to 

ReportLinker. Check 
out Wood & Meadow 

and the UK-based, 
Japanese-rooted 

Niwaki, for two brands 
that are doing it right.

NICHES TO WATCH

Trends and sub-sectors worth 
keeping an eye on.

01. Maximalism. 
 Only keeping things that 

spark joy, Marie Kondo-
style might be on its way 
out. Check out Loloi’s loud 
rugs and La DoubleJ’s 
unmissable sets of dinner 
plates in vintage prints. 

02. Curated vintage. 
Consumers are after more 
unique products, and they’re 
turning back to vintage and 
antique homeware for it. 
Homeplace offers one-off 
vintage pieces, while Poodle 
and Blonde has gone for a 
retro-inspired product line. 

03. Dried flowers. 
 These are a longer-lasting 

solution for plant lovers 
– or those who are not 
green-fingered. Fluoresse’s 
bright collection has turned 
heads of consumers and 
wedding planners alike, 
while Shida’s flowers are 
preserved to last a year. 

04.  Ritual renting. 
 Home ownership is 

tumbling, and furniture 
ownership might be, 
too. Conjure offers a 
beautiful line of furniture 
available to lease for 
periods between three and 
12 months. Customers pay 
in monthly instalments. 

 
05. Artist collaborations. 

Brands are increasingly 
looking to champion 
independent artists where 
they can. Jiggy, a puzzle 
brand based in New York, 
has female artists design 
and illustrate each product. 

LEARN MORE

THE RENDER. A podcast about 
the interior design industry 
and trends. @therender.co

DEZEEN. A treasure trove of 
visual-design inspiration 
covering homeware, interiors 
and architecture projects. 
dezeen.com

THE REVENGE OF ANALOG, 
BY DAVID SAX. A journalist’s 
perspective on why 
people increasingly want 
to own physical, tangible 
products and objects. 

GOODEE. A curated marketplace 
of homeware goods produced 
in a socially conscious fashion 
and with sustainability in 
mind. goodeeworld.com

91 MAGAZINE. A digital and 
print publication that goes 
beyond interior design to 
creative living, as well as 
offering online workshops 
for aspiring business owners. 
91magazine.co.uk

B A C K L I S T

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
320 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-503-5

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO 
BUILDING BETTER CITIES

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks,  
340 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-648-3

HOW TO MAKE A NATION:  
A MONOCLE GUIDE

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen  
hardcover, stitch bound,  
multiple paper stocks, 
400 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-560-8

THE MONOCLE GUIDE  
TO COSY HOMES

Editors: gestalten &  
Santiago Rodriguez Tarditi  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-880-7

HIGH ON DESIGN
The New Cannabis Culture
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“AS AN AMATEUR, YOU COULD FIND YOURSELF 
LINING UP AGAINST PROFESSIONAL ROAD 

CYCLISTS KEEN FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT, 
A NEW CHALLENGE, AN ESCAPE.”
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Providing independence, a sense of reward, 
and a closeness to nature, cycling is among 
the best ways to explore places. With more 
people packing their panniers every year, 
Grand Bicycle Journeys compiles the most 
iconic routes that any self-respecting long-
distance cyclist aims to complete.

In this follow-up to the hugely success-
ful Bikepacking, cyclist-extraordinaire Stefan 
Amato proposes global must-ride  itineraries: 
the Iditarod across Alaska, the Trans-Pyrenees 
between France and Spain, the Ruta Austral 
in Patagonia, and many more. Describing the 
history and geography of each route along 
with hidden gems, Stefan gives handy tips on 
planning, equipment, and tackling the unique 
challenges. This book will inspire readers of 
all levels to get on their bike, and give obsessed 
pedallers something to aim for.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Legendary bicycle routes in Europe, the 

Americas, Africa, and Asia 
• Exclusive texts by Stefan Amato and 

Tom Hill, a bike rider and travel writer
• A well-balanced mix of inspiring stories, 

expert advice to plan your own adven-
tures, and stunning photography to help 
you dream before you go

STEFAN AMATO is a Britishbased cyclist and 
founder of Pannier.cc, a hub for adventure 
cycling. He has been curating tours since 
2012. When he’s not away, Stefan rides in his 
local Peak District National Park or dreams 
up his next trip over a map. This is his second 
book with gestalten after Bikepacking, 
published in 2021.

Editors: gestalten & Stefan Amato
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 65 (US) 
ISBN English: 978-3-96704-066-1

ISBN French: 978-3-96704-067-8 

9  783967  040678

A guide to the world’s most iconic cycling 
routes that make up a bikepackers’ paradise.

GRAND BICYCLE JOURNEYS

Touring the World's  
Most Iconic Cycling Routes

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2
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MANUFACTURER: Renault   
MODEL: Master 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1997
ENGINE: 2.4 L, 132 hp
TRANSMISSION: Four-speed automatic
VISITED COUNTRIES: United States
MILES IN TOTAL: Approx. 10,000 miles

TRAVEL TIME: 8 months
REBUILD—YEAR: 2016
REBUILD—BODYWORK MODIFICATIONS:  
Original factory condition
REBUILD—CHASSIS MODIFICATIONS:  
Original factory condition
REBUILD—INTERIOR MODIFICATIONS: Added 

sound-deadening and insulating mats, a bench, 
a bed, new panels, additional storage space
REBUILD—OTHER MODIFICATIONS: Portable 
stove, water jug, a plant, candles, essential oil 
air freshner to make a cozy living space
REBUILD—SUPPORT BY: Her mother, aunt,  
and grandmother

RENAULT MASTER

WhTis aperia cum, ipicat officimus veles incto quam, tet dis quo consequi qui comnim explabo. Ut aut omni-
miliqui omnit quaepud andisint arum aut rernam, cullorestia presto te nossequis quas earciis esectotatquo ea 
quaspel ium, aut acerrup taspitatis dessumque comnim eum quisci qui odigende volecti ssimusa piendunt et 
quam faccum quat mostis earupturias coremo quo et, sequi omnitias audandent laut officiis cuptaturem est, 
odia volenduntem vel et facimusdae. Temquiae porempo restist inciist emporum aut landi officatecto optas 

untionsequi atur reped mod quatatione es solorest volor repudae iuntis dolorehenem harchil luptatquo

“We are all born 
 explorers. 

The road helps us find 
our freedom.”

HOME IS WHERE 
THE ROAD IS

IQUIS EICTO IPSUNTO TE IPSUM RESTRUM FUGIAM LAME LA CORUM ESSUM
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sim verum que dit mil in num simollent opta doluptae 
volupti orepra non et officie ndignim perionseque et 
apiciatincto volupta tumen
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It’s time to reimagine vans and to rediscover 
their power to break the shackles of modern 
life. Vans and other converted vehicles allow 
us to make full use of the freedom afforded 
by remote working, to explore new places 
with independence and comfort. Embracing 
life on the road means choosing a kind of 
mobility that combines unplanned adventure 
with slow travel.

The Getaways shows how creativity and in-
genuity can turn vans into perfectly formed 
homes on four wheels: from the cozily mini-
malist to unexpected design icons. Take an 
overlander onto the snow-covered roads in 
the Arctic Circle, drive a converted school 
bus around the African continent, work from 
rugged coastlines in a mobile cabin. This 
book is about a way of life that redefines 
mobility, and about the vehicles that enable 
it. The possibilities are boundless when you 
bring together the best of both worlds.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Stories that inspire you to reconsider 

the meanings of home and travel
• Innovative van designs fit for all 

 climates and ingenious ideas
• Helpful tips for van travel across 

the seasons 

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN English: 978-3-96704-059-3

ISBN French: 978-3-96704-062-3

When your home is on four wheels,  
life becomes a new kind of adventure.

Vans and Life in  
the Great Outdoors

THE GETAWAYS
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death-defying waves (Riding Giants, In God’s Hands, Point 
Break), there is always a soul-searching bent. Recall that 
Patrick Swayze’s character in Point Break, for example, is 
named Bodhi, short for bodhisattva, a being who embodies 
the Buddhist ideal of compassion for all sentient beings.

In the internet age, mass media about surfing touches 
on a bit of everything, though contests and Red Bull stunts 
play a huge role. Now there are more contemplative films 
about female empowerment, including the 2011 Bethany 
Hamilton biopic Soul Surfer and the documentary about 
women surfers It Ain’t Pretty. Other movies criticize 
consumer culture, like 2010’s Stoked and Broke and 180° 
South (the latter features Yvon Chouinard, the founder 
of Patagonia, reflecting on his Zen practice and its overlap 
with surfing). But no matter the era, Housman said there 
have been far too many surf books and films with the 
words “soul” or “Tao” in them, a phenomenon he attributes 
to surfing gaining its popularity during the Beatnik and 
hippie eras. Now the baby-boomer surfers’ kids are grown 
up, addicted to surfing, and basically continuing the trip.

Housman isn’t a surf jock arguing for more wave pools 
and more Olympics (this coming summer Olympics will be 
the first for surfers). “I’d push back on surfing being called 
a sport alone,” he said, leaving the activity’s definition 
open-ended. His point, however, which many surfers would 
echo, is to let surfing be surfing.

Identifying too closely with surfing—whether spiritually, 
athletically, or territorially—can also add to what many 
see as the sport’s dark underbelly. Surfers are famous for 
becoming like angry zealots when access to their god—the 
waves— gets obstructed by crowds, fueling gang-like turf 
wars in hotspots like Palos Verdes. Steven Kotler’s book 
West of Jesus captured this tension well: “The irony of it 
was that most of the people considered surfing a religious 
experience and that their religious experience was being 
ruined by all the others surfing for the same reason.”

So why does surfing appear to be so much more 
freighted with spiritual meaning than other water sports? 
One key distinction is the structure and pace of the 
activity. Yes, there are those brief adrenaline pumping 
moments of actually riding a wave, but in between sets are 
long lulls when the surfer is just waiting, bobbing, staring 
at a horizon—time in which there’s nothing to do but 
breathe and consider saltwater’s flirtatious dance with the 
sunlight and sky. So whether you’re spiritual or not, there’s 
still a need for a contemplative solitude in relative stillness. 
There’s also the constant paradox of having to exert great 
effort to paddle, while simultaneously surrendering to 
the power of a wave you’re riding (or falling into)—a Zen 
metaphor if ever there was one.

I S S U R F I N G M O R E S P O RT O R R E L I G I O N?  575 6
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no one else can. On a good day, they’re perfectly 
matched:  wave-maker and wave- rider in harmony.

It’s for this reason that Logi has been tempted into 
some of the most bitter waters on the planet. Because  
when it blows just so, the North Atlantic wind will  create 
breaks so perfect that any soul-surfer would be  enticed by 
their allure. 

No matter that Iceland’s waters can drop as low as -8°C 
before freezing: “The cold is just something I’m used to,” 
says the 25-year-old, whose only barrier to the core-sapping 
chill is a 7mm wetsuit (and inborn hardiness). “For me, it’s 
not really the issue. If you’re surfing in Iceland, it’s more 
like, ‘How good are the waves?’ and ensuring you enjoy 
them while they last.”

No matter, either, that there’s no surf shop on Iceland 
to serve its 330,000 natives (of which barely two dozen are 

surfers – Logi, who lives in Reykjavík, is the country’s first 
and only pro). What matters is that winter waters off to the 
east and north-west coasts of the island offer some of the 
world’s purest, most singular surfing experiences.

There’s the location: Icelandic surf is desolate even by 
the already faraway standards of a sparsely populated volca-
nic isle that sits near the top of the globe. Then there’s the 
clean-breathing freedom, with no one to spoil your set; you 
might be surfing a break that has never been surfed before. 
But here’s the rub: you have to find it first.

It was the promise of undiscovered riches that attracted 
Logi and a crew of four fellow surfers, plus American pho-
tographer, adventurer and filmmaker Chris Burkard, to Ice-
land’s most uninhabited region – the far north-west – in 
search of their perfect break, which they were determined 
to ride at night beneath the Northern Lights.no one else.

left: Am iuntin 
harum ad eum et ea 
quatist vent ut alitat. 
right: Am iuntin 
harum ad eum et ea 
quatist vent ut alitat.

Where to go
surfing Europe
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Surfing is a way of life. It is communion with 
place. Living with and by the tides, surfers 
are attuned to the environment. They experi-
ence the sea at all seasons, learn the move-
ments of the ocean, feel the moods of the 
break. To surf is to be at one with nature, in 
an intimacy that imbues any spot with a 
certain magic.

An atlas of stories and surf breaks, The Surf 
Atlas celebrates both the practice and the 
places of surfing. Explore the world’s most 
unique, unusual, and most-loved surf des-
tinations—from catching waves under the 
northern lights in Iceland and trekking across 
the Arctic tundra in Russia in search of the 
perfect break, to the best waves in California 
and riding monsters at Mavericks. This book 
moves beyond sunshine and palm trees to get 
to the heart of a way of life that is in com-
munion with nature and place.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• A visual exploration of surfing as a 

 ritualistic practice
• Beautiful photography of surf spots, 

from remote locations to iconic breaks 
• Maps that chart surf locations around 

the world 
• Features on surfing’s history, board 

 making, and the intimacy with place
• A global and diverse representation of 

the practice: from Oman to Antarctica

LUKE GARTSIDE, 
a photographer and writer, is the editor of 
Wavelength Magazine, Europe’s longest
running surf title. For more than ten years, 
he has been chronicling surf culture around 
the world and meeting intriguing characters 
along the way. 

Editors: gestalten & Luke Gartside
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-058-6

9  783967  040586

Discover the devotional practice of wave riding 
through an atlas of fabled and iconic surf locations 
from around the world.

Iconic Waves and 
Surfing Hinterlands

THE SURF ATLAS
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Name of Spot Name of Architect

WITH PERFECT WEATHER, UNIQUE OUTDOOR 
 SPACES, AND DIVERSE CULTURE, LOS ANGELES 
MAKES  EVERYTHING FEEL POSSIBLE 

CITY OF DREAMS

Los Angeles, USA

5 9 Brasilia / 60

Created in collaboration with Red Bull, Urban 
Playgrounds explores some of the world’s most 
thrilling places for urban sports. From 
Venice, Barcelona and Los Angeles, to 
Brasilia, Istanbul, Cairo, Lagos, or Jakarta, 
this book reveals an exhilarating marriage 
between space and sports in global cities. 

Born from a need to challenge boundar-
ies and reclaim the right to the city, from 
a desire for self-expression and entertain-
ment, urban sports reimagine the city as a 
playground. Be it freestyling on a skateboard, 
riding a BMX, or stretching the human body 
in parkour, urban athletes demonstrate the 
possibilities.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• An impressive selection of the world’s 

most thrilling places to practice urban 
sports, expertly curated in collaboration 
with Benevento, Red Bull’s publishing 
imprint

• Reflections by renowned athletes such 
as skateboarder Titus Dittmann on what 
makes a spot unique 

• Professional insights into the connection 
between sports and urban design 

• Around 250 professional photographs 
straight from the Red Bull’s archives

Editors: gestalten & Benevento
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-041-8

Envision the city as an infinite playground.

Athletes Claim Cities  
Around the World

URBAN PLAYGROUNDS
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8 Breakfast Outside

Breakfast Outside
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Travel is evolving, ever more aware of reduc-
ing its environmental impact. The next step 
is a kind of experience that revives rural 
areas in a sustainable way. A growing number 
of hospitality venues use only local crafts-
people, celebrate local skills and produce, 
and reinvigorate the land around them. 
Visitors here are more than guests, they are 
in direct contact with a whole culture and 
help strengthen the bonds within the 
community.

In Slow Escapes, sustainable tourism ex-
pert Clara le Fort introduces converted mon-
asteries, transformed windmills, and many 
other enchanting places in Europe, North 
America, and Asia, that embrace slow living 
and breathe new life into a region. This book 
shows us how travel can be a saving grace for 
the long term. It is for everybody who wishes 
to be more than a mere consumer of place.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Beautiful escapes in remote and rural 

 locations that will inspire a different 
kind of travel

• Hotels and hospitality tied to a sense 
of place and embedded within a wider 
 community and culture

• An inspirational title geared towards a 
new generation of conscious explorers

CLARA LE FORT 
is a travel journalist who specializes in 
contemporary destinations for a 
sophisticated audience. Her work appears in 
magazines such as AD, Numéro, Wallpaper*, 
American Departures and Air France Madame. 
Le Fort spends most of her time traveling, 
always looking for the globe’s next promising 
locations, and tracking trends.

Responsible hospitality connects to rural communities 
and creates lasting impressions.

Rural Retreats for  
Conscious Travelers

SLOW ESCAPES

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2
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Editors: gestalten & Clara Le Fort
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches 
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 65 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-075-3
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Mountain Road, which leads to an awesome 
panoramic summit at 7,720 feet (2,353 meters). 
Definitely worth a stop at the top. The next note-
worthy vista awaits at the Oxbow Bend, which is 
peak Grand Teton as far as views go. Further up 
Jackson Lake, you’ll find two splendid campsites, 
one at Colter Bay and the other at Lizard Creek. 
Is there anything better than falling asleep un-
der the stars on the shores of a lake across from 
the mountains? 

After Jackson Lake, you’ll exit Grand 
Teton and enter a short no-man’s-land before 
passing into Yellowstone, the world’s oldest na-
tional park. Famed for its geysers, mammal di-
versity, and bison traffic jams, Yellowstone really 
needs no introduction. The US-191 takes you 
to pretty much all the hot spots—literally—so 

there’s no need to worry about missing a turn. 
Check out the hydrothermal activity around 
the Norris Porcelain Basin if you don’t want to 
deal with the crowds at the iconic Old Faithful. 

The next noteworthy 
vista awaits at the 

Oxbow Bend.
Other standout hot springs include the vibrant 
Morning Glory Pool and the Grand Prismatic 
Spring. You’ll also be happy to know that 
Yellowstone has its very own Grand Canyon 
so you can respectfully move Arizona down 
your bucket list. Walk Uncle Tom’s Trail for 

the best views of the dramatic gorge and rapids 
and then head to the Brink of the Upper Falls 
for good measure. 

Take the US-191 long enough and you’ll 
reach a point where it forks into the US-89. 
Continue on the US-89 and wind through some 
barren stretches until you reach a resting point 
at Gibbon Falls. The next batch of hot springs 
awaits at the appropriately named Geyser Creek, 
from which you can walk to the Artists Paintpots. 
After that, you can look forward to an absolute 
dream of a drive to the terminus of our itin-
erary, Mammoth, which is known for its ter-
race-like cascade of steaming travertine pools. 
And while we’re getting out here, keep in mind 
Mammoth’s still ages away from civilization. 
The journey continues…

DISTANCE

1,594 miles

DURATION
14 days

BEST SEASON
June – October

Erspienit vitiis nos molorpo rruptis erum ut od et lanis et quis ape ipsandi 
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nihictota nis aditam quidigenis quissimet ea quis parum quaspietur sant. 
Pudandae ped minimagnis coraeptas velit dolores con prorpor itatureiusa.
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I t’s hard to imagine a more stark contrast 
than the one between the neon-lit cityscape 
of metropolitan Los Angeles and the barren, 

scorching salt flats of Death Valley National Park. 
This pilgrimage is one of extremes, from perhaps 
the coolest city in the world to the hottest place 
on Earth and the driest place in North America.  

Even within an hour on the road, there’s 
some heavy foreshadowing of the stark changes 
that lie ahead. As you nudge out past the sprawl-
ing L.A. suburbs and beyond Santa Clarita and 
Palmdale, the CA-14N heads into more rural 
climes. Cinephiles may want to divert around 
Lancaster to the near-ghost town of Hi Vista. 
Here you can take a peek at Twin Pines Chapel, 
a famous location in Quentin Tarantino’s mov-
ie Kill Bill. 

The Alabama  
Hills provide  

a kaleidoscope  
of glowing  

shades thanks  
to their complex 

geology.
A sign of the brutal but beautiful desert 

to come emerges at Vasquez Rocks Natural Area 
Park and Nature Center. Tilted sandstone for-
mations rise out of the sands like the fins of huge 
subterranean beasts, the strata of eons of evolu-
tion visible to all. They glow crimson and gold in 
the sun as it moves across the huge open skies. 

Traveling north and then northwest 
from the city of Mojave, you’ll push even fur-
ther into the Californian wilderness. As you do, 
the landscape’s levels of otherworldliness start 
to become even more noticeable. You’ll feel like 
you’re on a lunar safari as you pass the Trona 
Pinnacles, calcium carbonate spires that were 
formed between 10,000 and 100,000 years ago. 
At this point, you’re actually traversing an an-
cient lake bed, and it’s easy to imagine this as a 
hidden, subaquatic world. 

Before you descend into the full furnace 
of Death Valley, the relatively lush vegetation 
of Sequoia National Park and the foothills of 
Mount Whitney offer a last reprieve. Keep an 
eye out for Sand Food, strange vegetation that 
grows in this part of the world, and which looks 
like a land-based jellyfish or anemone. Take in 

More byways, less highways: embrace the freedom 
of the road and go on great American adventures.

When it comes to the great outdoors, the USA 
has it all: wild mountains, vast prairies, 
other worldly canyons, barren deserts and 
tropical forests. And there is no better way 
to explore them than that all-American 
 activity: the road trip.

The Great American Road Trip is a new ap-
preciation of the grand tradition in the tracks 
of Jack Kerouac. The book leads beyond mag-
nificent landscapes and seeks out the history, 
the culture, the food, and the people. Retrace 
the Underground Railroad. Follow the Blues 
Highway. Go on a pilgrimage to the best 
 lobster shacks. The Great American Road Trip 
encourages readers to explore hinterlands, and 
to start an adventure that turns the mythical 
into the experienced. The road awaits.

AETHER (PRONOUNCED “ĒTHER”)
was born in 2009, when founders Palmer West 
and Jonah Smith created something they 
couldn’t find. Aether satisfies the desire for  
a men’s collection that looks at home in the 
city but is built to withstand the outdoors.

LAURA AUSTIN
is a photographer with wanderlust coursing 
through her veins. Having grown up in small
town Colorado and Vermont, she is now based 
in Los Angeles. 

9  783967  040234

THE GREAT AMERICAN ROAD TRIP

Roam the Roads From 
Coast to Coast

Editors: gestalten, Aether & Laura Austin
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 304 pages, 
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-023-4

Yosemite. Grand Canyon. Death Valley. Big 
Sur. Covering a remarkable 84 million acres 
rich in wildlife and histories, these astonish-
ing spaces brim with natural wonders. Home 
to the world’s tallest trees, the largest 
 carnivores, colossal waterfalls, and plantlife 
as far as the eye can see, National Parks are 
American not only in scale. They are an 
 intrinsic part of the culture and landscape.

The Parklands takes you on a thrilling tour 
in every direction, with a special focus on 
sustainable, low-impact exploration. Whether 
you like birdwatching, hiking, stargazing, or 
simply forest bathing, this book gives you 
essential information, along with quirky 
facts, to help plan your own adventures in 
the American wild. Buckle up your boots, hit 
the trail, and remember: leave no trace.

Founded by Keith Eshelman and Sevag 
Kazanci, PARKS PROJECT believes that 
parks are places to exercise and unwind, 
but they are also important places for 
wildlife and preserving cultural history. 
Since 2014, Parks Project has created 
apparel and home goods items, and aims 
to transform park enthusiasts into park 
champions. A portion of every sale goes 
to supporting conservation education 
and advocacy.

A fresh view of North America’s stunning 
natural wonders.

THE PARKLANDS 

Trails and Secrets  
from the National Parks  
of the United States

Editors: gestalten & Parks Project 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 368 pages, 
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-029-6

18 19MAINEAcadia National Park
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Champlain, who was the first to describe it in 1604. Since he be-
lieved that the relatively high mountains were devoid of vegeta-
tion, he called it “Isle des Monts Deserts”. However, he was not 
the first to explore it: Human traces reach back 12,000 years.

The island’s face changed radically in the middle of the 
19th century, when painters from New York’s Hudson River 
School of Artists movement flocked to the place. When they ex-
hibited their work in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, they 
caught the attention of people who sought to escape the industri-
alized cities. Billionaires like John D. Rockefeller, Henry Ford 
and the Astor family bought land and transformed the serene is-
lands into a luxury haven. Within a decade, the once relatively 
unknown and sparsely populated Mount Desert Island became 
one of the premier tourist destinations in the country.

Some of the new dwellers also became wealthy benefactors. 
Starting in 1901, they bought and donated extensive tracts of 

land to the state on the condition that a preserve be established. 
On February 26, 1919, Congress designated the area a National 
Park. Although the islands remain a costly patch for residents, 
you don’t have to be deep-pocketed to enjoy its expansive land-
scape. Mount Desert Island is accessible from the mainland via a 
short causeway, and the most important landmarks are found 
along the Park Loop Road.

For cyclists, equestrians, and hikers (or cross-country skiers 
in winter), there are 45 miles of carriage roads alongside pictur-
esque bridges, tranquil ponds, and waterfalls. When fall foliage 
peaks Mid-October, the pristine forests become a paradise for 
leaf peepers and bird watchers. An extensive trail network criss-
crosses the park and traverses an impressive landscape formed by 
ice age glaciers. And if you think you’ve seen it all, just hire a sea 
kayak and enjoy some of the most beautiful vistas on the East 
Coast from a fresh perspective.

“You can fish with one hand 
and sample blueberries 
from a wind-stunted bush 
with the other.”

112 113TEXASBig Bend National Park

Known for starry skies and temple-like rock formations, 
this national park swings up from a seemingly endless 
desert into cool mountain forests.

Big Bend
T E X A S
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GOOD TO KNOW

START / FINISH
Merak to Thakthri, Eastern Bhutan

SEASON
Autumn and spring. The former offers 
the best chance of clear weather 
and is the most popular season among 
trekking tourists. The latter sees 
warmer temperatures, blooming flora, 
and fewer people on the trail, but 
the chances of precipitation and snowy 
conditions are higher.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Camping. Local homestays are available 
in the villages of Merak and Sakteng.

HIGHLIGHTS
1. Witnessing the traditional culture 

of the Brokpas
2. A post-trek visit to Trashigang Dzong
3. Wildlife-spotting opportunities

HELPFUL HINTS

TREKKING LOGISTICS
• Permits, transportation, and 

accommodations are organized 
by your tour operator.

• While trekking in Bhutan, it 
is obligatory for hikers to 
be accompanied by a licensed 
guide registered with the 
National Tourism Council.

• While most hikers choose to have 
the bulk of their gear carried for 

them by horses or yaks, it is possible 
to carry all of your own equipment 
if you prefer.

WHAT TO BRING
Backpack, sleeping bag, sleeping mat, 
trail-running shoes or lightweight hiking 
boots, water bottles, water filter or 
purifying drops, small first aid kit, sun 
protection (hat, glasses, sunscreen), 
headlamp, toiletries, small power bank 
for electronics, trekking poles (optional), 
and tent (if not provided by agency).

Recommended clothing includes 
puffy jacket (down or synthetic), rain 
jacket, beanie or neck gaiter, hiking 
pants, long-sleeve hiking shirt, medium-
weight gloves or mittens, and merino 
wool long johns and top (for sleeping).

READING MATERIAL
Bhutanese Tales of the Yeti by local 
author Kunzang Choden (available 
in e-book or paperback): an engaging 
compilation of 22 short stories that 
provide an insider’s view of the relation-
ship between Bhutanese people and 
the legendary abominable snowman.

BONUS TRACK

BOMDELING WILDLIFE 
SANCTUARY
In addition to Sakteng, the other premier 
place for outdoor enthusiasts in eastern 
Bhutan is Bomdeling Sanctuary. Located 

66 km (41 mi) north of Trashigang Dzong 
(see below), it offers a beckoning 
combination of sweeping alpine land-
scapes, picturesque monasteries, 
and rare wildlife viewing opportunities. 
Basing yourself in the central village 
of Dongzom, you can take day hikes up 
to Rigsum Gompa and the marvelously 
located monastic learning center 
of Dechen Phodrang. On the same 
excursions, it is possible to observe the 
globally endangered black-necked 
crane (between November and March) 
and other notable avifauna including 
gray-crowned prinias, wood snipes, 
and Bhutan’s only endemic butterfly, 
Ludlow’s Bhutan swallowtail.

BACKGROUND

TRASHIGANG DZONG
Trashigang, one of the largest and 
most impressive dzongs (“fortress-
monastery”) in Bhutan, is situated 
approximately 40 km (25 mi) west of 
Sakteng Wildlife Sanctuary. Built in 
1659 to keep out Tibetan invaders, until 
the early twentieth century it functioned 
as both a religious institution and the 
administrative center for the eastern 
part of the country. Every year, in 
November or December, Trashigang 
plays host to the region’s most important 
celebration, the Trashigang Tshechu. 
This popular four-day festival features 
sacred mask dances, traditional folk 
songs, and the ceremonial unfurling 
of the thongdrels (“large tapestries”) of 
Guru Tshengyed (eight manifestations 
of Guru Rinpoche) and Neten Chudrug 
(sixteen Arhats).

FLORA & FAUNA

Thanks to its long-term isolation and 
protected status, the Sakteng Wildlife 
Sanctuary is one of the premier places 
in Bhutan in which to observe fauna. 
The preserve is home to a wide array 
of mammal species such as the snow 
leopard, red panda, musk deer, 
Himalayan black bear, and Himalayan 
red fox.

MERAK-SAKTENG TREK Eastern Bhutan BHUTAN 
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Source of the GanGeS trek Uttarakhand INDIA The Himalayas. The legendary mountains, 
epic and mythical to all who are serious about 
hiking. Straddling Nepal, India, Pakistan, 
Tibet, and Bhutan, this area could fill a life-
time of wandering and transcendence. In this, 
our new release in the Wanderlust series, we 
guide you through breathtaking nature, 
 diverse cultures, and various hikes across the 
whole region. Spectacular photography, 
 informative maps, first-hand tips, and itin-
eraries for an attractive mix of one-day, multi-
day, long-distance trails offer everything you 
need to plan your own adventure, or to dream 
from an armchair. Wanderlust Himalaya lifts 
you to the top of the world, literally.

CAM HONAN
has trekked across 56 countries and six  
continents, logging over 60,000 mi (96,500 km) 
in three decades. He has authored three 
bestselling titles for gestalten—Wanderlust, 
Wanderlust USA, and The Hidden Tracks. Cam 
has been described by Backpacker Magazine 
as “the most travelled hiker on Earth”.

Wanderlust Himalaya explores one of the most 
appealing regions to hikers around the globe.

WANDERLUST HIMALAYA

Hiking on Top  
of the World

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 304 pages, 
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-002-9

B A C K L I S T

WANDERLUST USA
The Great American Hike

WANDERLUST
Hiking on Legendary Trails

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-985-9

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-901-9

BOULDERING
Climbing, No Ropes  
Attached

By: Bernd Zangerl 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 232 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-024-5

Editors: gestalten & Alex Roddie 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 328 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-866-1

WANDERLUST EUROPE
The Great European Hike

THE HIDDEN TRACKS
Wanderlust off  the Beaten Path

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-955-2

Editors: gestalten & Julie Ellison 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-996-5

CLIFFHANGER
New Climbing  
Culture & Adventures

WANDERLUST ALPS
Hiking Across the Alps

Editors: gestalten & Alex Roddie
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 336 pages, 
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-021-0

Editors: gestalten, Maximilian Funk, 
Thorsten Strüben & Jan Blumentritt 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9½ × 11 ¾ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-146-4

THE FLY FISHER
The Essence and  
Essentials of Fly Fishing
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Le Petit Train Jaune
Skirting the Spanish border, this colorful French 
train trundles around some of the Pyrenees’ most 
beautiful landscapes.

FROM LATOUR-DE-CAROL  
TO VILLEFRANCHE-DE-CONFLENT, FRANCE
3 HOURS

Canary-yellow with red piping, this little train looks like  
a character from a children’s storybook. Known officially as 
the Ligne de Cerdagne, the narrow-gauge railroad was built 
between 1903 and 1927 to link the Catalan plateau with  
the rest of the region. Hooting in and out of 19 tunnels and 
clattering over two extraordinary bridges, the train covers 
39 miles (63 kilometers) of fabulous engineering work in just 
under three hours. With both closed and open-air carriages, 
the electric train gives passengers the chance to ride through 
the Pyrenees with the mountain wind whipping through 
their hair. Departing throughout the year, the train offers 
two very different experiences between summer and winter: 
in warmer months you will rumble by sweet-smelling 
meadows and yellow slopes, where gentians bloom like  
an orchestra of tiny blue trumpets, and butterflies flit 
overhead. Rivers gurgle through the trees and hikers wave 
from the trails. But winter brings a bright white blanket  
of snow, with naked trees shivering in the cold. In keeping 
with the rustic charm of the surrounding area, passengers 
are free to flag down the train as it passes, clambering into 
any available space before it gives a comical “poop-poop,” 
rattles, then revs off. Hugging rock faces and skirting 
canyons, the train reaches the highlight of the journey at  
the Pont Gisclard—unless you suffer from a fear of heights, 
in which case you might want to close your eyes as the  
train crosses the suspension bridge above a deep valley  
of evergreen trees. ♦

68 69

EPIC TRAIN JOURNEYS 

The Inside Track to the  
World’s Greatest Rail Routes

Train travel is more than just getting from 
A to B. It is one of the only modes of trans-
portation that allows you to unwind, get lost 
in the breathtaking scenery unfolding 
 outside, and dine on a rolling culinary 
 adventure. A new generation of explorers is 
on board with the boundless possibilities of 
rail travel, with many favoring it as an 
 alternative to flying.

Train expert Monisha Rajesh presents 
more than 40 epic routes around the world 
inspired by her extensive voyages. The jour-
ney winds through mountainous terrains, 
tropical jungles, and occasionally places one 
rarely dares to venture. From local day trips to 
cross-country connections, this is a showcase 
of everything from cheap seats to luxury loco-
motives. More than just route suggestions,

Epic Train Journeys is your ticket to making 
the most of traveling by train. All aboard!

MONISHA RAJESH
is an author and journalist who has worked for 
the likes of Time, Vanity Fair, The New York 
Times, and The Guardian. She was also a train 
travel columnist for The Sunday Telegraph. Her 
first book, Around India in 80 Trains (2012) was 
featured in The Independent’s top ten books 
on India. Her second book, Around the World in 
80 Trains (2019) won the National Geographic 
Travel Book of The Year prize and was 
shortlisted for the Stanford Dolman Award.

“You won’t find a better companion for an 
armchair train trip than British author Monisha 
Rajesh, who has made a career of writing  
about journeys by rail. (…) Her latest (book)  
is a coffee-table volume with gorgeous images  
that might inspire readers to plan their own.”  
THE WASHINGTON POST

Editors: gestalten & Monisha Rajesh
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN English: 978-3-96704-020-3

ISBN French: 978-3-96704-018-0

9  783967  040180

Epic Train Journeys compiles the world’s most memorable 
rail routes, from luxurious locomotives to budget-
friendly local rides, into an essential guide. 

B A C K L I S T

Editors: gestalten & Jeffrey Bowman 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-964-4

THE NEW OUTSIDERS
A Creative Life Outdoors

Editors: gestalten & BESIDE 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-984-2

THE NEW TRADITIONAL
Heritage, Craftsmanship,  
and Local Identity

Editors: gestalten & Austin Sailsbury 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 264 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-865-4

FAMILY ADVENTURES
Exploring the World  
with Children

Editors: gestalten & Clara Le Fort
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-963-7

BON VOYAGE
Boutique Hotels for the 
Conscious Traveler

TWO YEARS ON A BIKE
From Vancouver  
to Patagonia

9  783967  040531

Editor: Martijn Doolard
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 416 pages,  
24 × 32 cm, 9 ½ × 12 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN English: 978-3-96704-050-0

ISBN French: 978-3-96704-053-1 

By: Martijn Doolaard 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 368 pages,  
24 × 32 cm, 9 ½ × 12 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-906-4

ONE YEAR ON A BIKE
From Amsterdam  
to Singapore

BIKEPACKING
Exploring the Roads  
Less Cycled

Editors: gestalten & Stefan Amato 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-013-5

ON THE RUN
Running Across  
the Globe 

Editors: gestalten & Nick Butter 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-864-7

R E L E A S E  ( N E W  F R E N C H  E D I T I O N ) : 
N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2
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PORSCHE 911
The Ultimate Sportscar 
as Cultural Icon

Editors: gestalten & Ulf Poschardt 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-687-2

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 336 pages,  
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-988-0

BEAUTIFUL MACHINES
The Era of the  
Elegant Sports Car

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 272 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-957-6

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-890-6

Editors: gestalten & Mr Hudson
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
17 × 22.5 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-974-3

MR HUDSON  
EXPLORES
The Gay Man’s Travel  
Companion

Editors: gestalten & Kash Bhattacharya
Features: Full color, flexicover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
17 × 22.5 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-684-1

THE GRAND HOSTELS 
Luxury Hostels 
of the World

By: Tim Voors
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages,  
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 24.90 (D) £ 21.99 $ 30 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-977-4

THE GREAT ALONE
Walking the  
Pacific Crest Trail

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-874-6

Editors: gestalten & Canopy & Stars 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches 
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-861-6

STAY WILD 
Cabins, Rural Getaways,  
and Sublime Solitude

Editors: Debbie Pappyn &  
David De Vleeschauwer 
Features: Full color, linen hardcover,  
stitch bound, 312 pages,  
20.5 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches 
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-986-6

REMOTE PLACES  
TO STAY
The Most Unique Hotels  
at the End of the World

Editor: Indoek
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-907-1

SURF SHACKS
An Eclectic Compilation of  
Creative Surfers’ Homes

SURF SHACKS VOL. 2
A New Wave  
of Coastal Living

Editor: Indoek 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 288 pages,  
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 75 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-857-9

Editors: gestalten & Lauren L. Hill 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-998-9

SHE SURF
The Rise of  
Female Surfing

Editors: gestalten & Andrew Groves 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 320 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-653-7

SURF ODYSSEY
The Culture of  
Wave Riding

RIDE OUT!
Motorcycle Roadtrips 
and Adventures

By: Santiago Lange
Editor: Pantauro
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 240 pages, 14.5 × 21 cm,
6 × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 24 (D) £ 21.99 $ 29.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-006-1

WIND
The Journey of my Life

THE CURRENT
New Wheels for  
the Post-Petrol Age

Editors: gestalten & Paul d’Orléans
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 208 pages, 
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-956-9

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-889-0

Editors: gestalten & The Sailing Collective 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 264 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-997-2

SAILING THE SEAS
A Voyager’s Guide 
to Oceanic Getaways

ROOTS AND WINGS
Peter Schreyer: Designer,  
Artist, and Visionary

Editor: gestalten 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 336 pages,  
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 70 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-033-3
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2 3 RECIPES /  THE NORTH
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L E V E L:  M E DI U M

INGREDIENTS

Dough

250-300g baked hokkaido 
pumpkin
2 eggs (size M or L)
600ml milk or plant milk
3 tbsp melted butter
280g rice flour or another 
 gluten-free flour
2,5 tsp organic baking powder
1,5 tsp Ceylon cinnamon
1 dash of salt
coconut oil (for baking)

Topping

250g coconut yoghurt or similar
200g plum jam
a few figs and fresh plums
maple syrup for 4 persons

DIRECTIONS

Rinse the pumpkin, cut off a bit of the top and bottom of your pumpkin, 
then quarter the pumpkin and remove the seeds. Bake quarters at 200°C 
(400°F) top and bottom heat on a baking sheet until they are tender – about 
30-40min (leave the oven on, but switch to 100°C/200°C – to keep the 
waffles warm). Blenderize the pumpkin flesh (the skin is edible) and with 
the milk, then mix in the melted butter and eggs as well. Blend dry ingredi-
ents (gluten-free flour, salt, baking powder, cinnamon). Stir dry ingredients 
into pumpkin-egg-milk-mixture just until combined (use a whisk or silicone 
spatula for stirring). Heat your electric waffle maker, brush the surface with a 
bit coconut oil and bake the waffles, place them in the warm oven until you 
are done with all waffles. Serve waffles with coconut yoghurt, plum jam, figs 
and maple syrup!

GLUTEN-FREE 
PUMPKIN WAFFLES 
WITH PLUM-JAM 
AND FIGS

6 7 ABOUT THE REGION /  THE NORTH

In summer,  cherries 
and berries are the 
perfect snack. They 
are delicious in 
sweet treats like this 
chocolate cherry 
cake with berries. 
It might not be the 
most prac tical food 
to bring to a picnic, 
but it’s definitely 
worth it.

Left: Tus adiore modit fuga. Itat. Ibuscim 
agnihilignis dempos alignam dit, tenti 
con pressi blab. Opposite page: inullum 
quos autempo remperes etur quiam 
reprovidit.

Cus ideligenesto ea is dolo corporepre, conse ped quis et estio to qui asperum 
il minulluta volupta issimus, officiam entur, evellabore que comnis dolor alis 
ma quae natur aborio es velit persperios andus eictatibus alitio et officte mpel-
lendis ad eveliquam recea derum volore, am quaeptatiur asperum dolessed 
eraerion et liquideribus miliquae. Nam sum adi dolor sit odis mosaped et laut 
accab inctores ea eatur?

Lam quid que restrum alit aciantio qui omni tem aut facepro magni rectatio. 
Ectae resequis ea cum sit, con non cone aut et es de proriae delectur, nes-
simil in nos sae latet optatem voluptur audis ut prectas molorenimus aspitatat 
eaquasp erspide bitatquat qui quid maionse verferibus neculpa pore doluptat.
Id et et eos eatibus ulpa consendit et alique expla vollabo. Ur soluptat ma si 
doluptatum imillabor alitaer ionsequi audanto ea desedit idempora volessimil 
ipiet magnis aliatibea suntiam quam hariore placium et, quam, veleni 
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Um que volupiet es exero modipictem hil id quat que con con 
eatia coria corerna tiunda dis eos dis alitatem vel molupti 
ncieniendese sament officae plam dolendae verchil lacessi utet 
dem eatia sit, volore pelestem. Pudi offic torum dolorempor ra 
nobitam intur sit alibus modi beatenihicit doluptatiis ex eos 
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dolorehent voluptur, in parit volor modio. Beatecus evelis

INGREDIENTS

3 pears (ripe, but not too soft)
150g soft butter
160g sugar (we mixed 
70g  coconut sugar with 
90g white sugar)
125g ground walnuts (we 
ground the walnuts with 
a our immersion blender)
120g rice flour
1,5 tsp organic baking powder
3 eggs
1-2 tsp ground cardamom 
(the amount depends on the 
intensity of your cardamom)
1/2 tsp ground vanilla 
(or 1  vanilla bean)
1 pinch of salt
1 tbsp powdered sugar

DIRECTIONS

Preheat the oven to 180°C/360°F top-bottom heat. Grease and flour a loaf 
pan (the best is to use a loaf pan, which you can open; otherwise you can be 
just a bit careful, when you remove the cake after baking or you can line your 
loaf pan with baking paper and pull the cake out of the loaf pan together 
with the baking paper – then you should grease the loaf pan as well, because 
the baking paper sticks to the butter).
Beat the soft butter together with the sugar, salt and vanilla for 3-4 minutes 
with your hand mixer. Then beat in one egg after the other. Blend the rice 
flour, baking powder and cardamom in a separate bowl and mix into the 
butter-egg-mix. In the end stir in the ground walnuts and fill the  gluten-free 
walnut-batter evenly into the loaf pan. Rinse the pears, pat dry with a bit 
kitchen paper and arrange them on the gluten-free walnut batter, then 
press them inside the batter. Now bake the gluten-free pear-walnut-cake 
for 55 minutes – if the top is getting too brown after 45 minutes just place 
a piece of tinfoil on top for the remaining baking time. Afterwards leave the 
cake to cool down for 30 minutes, then remove from the loaf pan and leave 
to cool down a bit longer. Before serving dust the gluten-free pear-walnut-
cake with powdered sugar.

GLUTEN-FREE 
PEAR WALNUT CAKE

M A K E S 1 C A K E

L E V E L:  M E DI U M

RECIPES /  FALL

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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A YEAR WITH OUR FOOD STORIES

Gluten-Free Seasonal Fare

The first cookbook authored by Our Food Stories 
celebrates nature in seasonal, gluten-free recipes 
and gorgeous table settings.

Good food speaks to all of our senses, and 
makes us feel good too. Laura and Nora from 
Our Food Stories have made it their mission 
to attain these delights through gluten-free, 
vegetarian, and healthy food. Trained stylists 
as well as excellent cooks, for them where 
we eat matters as much as what. So when 
Laura and Nora lay out tables, the centerpiece 
and the dishes come together to reconnect 
us with nature.

Full of delicious recipes that highlight 
seasonal ingredients, A Year With Our Food 
Stories is above all a cookbook. But it’s more: 
visuals of kitchens, of tables set up by a cozy 
fire, of picnic blankets in flowery meadows 
provide inspiration on how to reflect the 
flavors of the seasons in the setting. This is 
a book for food lovers with an appreciation 
of taste in all its forms.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Recipes that use seasonal ingredients, 

while being gluten-free and vegetarian
• Beautiful visuals of dishes and food-

based happenings across the year
• Our Food Stories’s first book
• An inspirational title that will be at 

home in a kitchen or on a coffee table

OUR FOOD STORIES 
is one of the most popular food blogs. It was 
founded by photographer Laura Muthesius 
and food stylist Nora Eisermann. Their 
journey started when they struggled to find 
cake that was both glutenfree and delicious. 
With a passion for cooking and for interior 
design, they share recipes and visual 
inspiration for the kitchen and the home 
to more than a million followers.

9  783967  040739
R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  A U G U S T  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  O CTO B E R  2 0 2 2

Editors: gestalten & Our Food Stories 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US) 
ISBN: 978-3-96704-073-9
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Elk

Pickled red onions

Panzanella

Roastbeef (elk meat)
approx. 1 kg of frozen beef
1 litre of water
50 g salt
50 g Japanese soy
1 tbsp caster sugar
1 clove of garlic
1 tsp crushed black pepper
1 tsp dried thyme

Pickled red onion
2 red onions
2 dl water
1 dl vinegar spirit, 12 %
1 dl caster sugar

A perfect summer dish if you have a piece of moose 
roast beef left in the freezer. I'm very fond of 
bread in all forms, and if you haven't tried making 
a salad on day-old bread, I really think it's time to 
try a panzanella.

Set the oven to 70 degrees. 
Place the frozen meat in an ovenproof dish. Place 

the meat in the oven and cook for about 8 hours.
Bring the marinade ingredients to a good boil and 

then leave to cool. Place the baked meat in a bowl 
and pour the marinade over it. It is also possible to 
place the meat in a vacuum bag or a sealable plastic 
bag. Leave the meat to marinate in the refrigera-
tor for at least 10 hours. Dry the meat with some 
 kitchen paper, cut into thin slices and serve.

Peel and shred the onion. Measure the remaining 
ingredients into a saucepan and bring to a good boil. 
Put the onions in a jar and pour the hot mixture 
over them. Leave to cool and store in the fridge.

Dice or grate the bread into coarse pieces and place 
in a large bowl. Wash and slice the tomatoes and 
 cucumber and add to the bread. Add the vinegar, 
olive oil, salt and pepper. Add the other ingredients 
and mix. Season to taste and serve with the meat.

Roastbeef on 
Panzanella

Preperation time
30 minutes
Cooking time
about 18 hours
Enough for
6-8 servings

Roastbeef

Panzanella
8 slices of day-old bread
6 red tomatoes
6 yellow tomatoes
1 cucumber
1 ½ dl red wine vinegar
1 ½ dl olive oil
2 dl pickled red onions, 
see next page
1-2 bunch green asparagus, 
cooked
8 grilled lettuces
heads
4 shredded spring onions
fresh herbs, e.g. basil, 
 chervil, parsley
salt and black pepper

Before the buck premiere on 16 August, I take 
out my .222 with full stock from the gun safe. I 
test fire, check the scope and pick up my tennis 
shoes, which I sneak in well. At dawn or dusk I 

paw out. The feeling is incredible because it's the first real 
hunt of the season. Sometimes the deer fog lightens a bit in 
the early morning, and I usually see a lot of animals, deer on 
the move and maybe a deer goat and kid out in a field. Now, 
though, it's only the deer buck that needs to be on the look-
out for hunters. Often he stands and tramples in the bushes 
not far from the goat. Once he arrives, he's easy to identify 
by his horns, which incidentally make a nice trophy on the 
wall if you want.

I always take one dog with me, if I bring two dogs it tends 
to get a bit too mischievous. But you can also go out on your 
own. Where I go often has to do with where I've seen deer go 
earlier in the summer. Have I seen a buck in a certain wood-
ed area by a field during the summer, I'll sneak over there. 
Otherwise, I just sit by a field and wait. It's no time to fiddle 
with your phone, right he'll turn up, sometimes just 20 yards 
away from you. Keep watching. 

With a gun, as usual, you need a good scope for a safe shot. 
Often there can be some very good shots in this type of 
hunt. The buck may be standing still and grazing at 80 yards 
and you may be in a tower or have your rifle on a support leg. 
You should be able to spot an area the size of a coffee cup 
at that distance with no problem. The buck will probably 
collapse fairly immediately after the shot, but sometimes it 
will take off for a bit anyway. But don't take an unnecessary 
second shot if you know you should have hit it right. When 
you get to the shot site it will often give you some clues, if 
you find some hair, lung remnants and light frothy blood it's 
a sign that you hit it well. You definitely don't want to find 
pieces of pipe bone, which would indicate you hit a bone.   

If you have access to a large hunting ground, you can be 
more mobile and sneak from field to field, all the time fo-
cusing on the direction of the wind. But it's in the moments 
right at dawn and dusk that the opportunities present 
themselves, and since you can't be in several places at once, 
you have to be lucky. During the day, when it is warm, the 
buck stays in the woods or rests in some bush.

Deer hunting with a dachshund or other driving dog is also 
a fun form of hunting. You release a dachshund that picks up 
scent on a deer, and since it moves fairly slowly, it's a quiet 
drive and the deer come quietly to the passport kid.

Biology & 
Ecology

Hunting 
 seasons

Hunting 
 methods

Dog

The Cook & the Hunter 6
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Birds

Fried pigeon breast
4 pigeon breasts
butter

Curry & garlic oil
1 clove of garlic
1 tbsp rapeseed oil
3 tsp curry
1 tbsp browned butter
1 tbsp olive oil
salt and black pepper

Curried vegetables
1 yellow courgette
1 green courgette

The inspiration for this dish comes from chicken 
 flavoured with curry. As the pigeons have been attrac
ted to a pea patch, freshly harvested peas seem a 
natural accompaniment. In this recipe, I have plucked 
the birds to keep the skin. Ringnecked pigeons in 
particular don't have superthick skins, but it's still 
always worth plucking the feathers by hand rather 
than just cutting out the breast meat. It both protects 
the meat and adds a little extra flavour to the dish. 
Think of plucking as a moment of relaxation.

Brown the pigeon breasts skin side down in butter 
in a frying pan over medium heat. Season with 
salt and pepper. Brown the skin side for about 
2 minutes, then reduce the heat to low and turn 
the breasts. Fry for about 2 minutes, the breasts 
should be cooked until the internal temperature 
is 48 degrees. Lift the breasts from the pan and 
let them rest for a few minutes before serving. 
Cut the breasts into two or three pieces and 
serve with the other accompaniments.

Peel and mince the garlic in a small saucepan. Add 
the rapeseed oil and curry and fry slowly, stirring, 
for about 1 minute on a low heat. Remove from 
the heat, season with salt and pepper. Add hot 
browned butter and olive oil.

Pigeon 
breasts

Fried pigeon breast

Curry & garlic oil

½ head of cauliflower
salt and black pepper
Pea & curry sauce
1 yellow onion
1 green apple
1 tbsp curry
1 dl white wine
2 dl chicken stock
1 dl standard milk
1 dl whipped cream
1 dl peas
1 tbsp squeezed lemon 
juice
2 tbsp butter
salt and black pepper

Preperation time
20 minutes
Cooking time 
20 minutes
Enough for
2 servings

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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THE WILD GAME 
COOKBOOK

Simple Recipes for 
Hunters and Gourmets

From the woods and the field to the table. Delicious 
recipes for cooking game. Expertly cooked and explained. 

This is a recipe book for both the aspiring 
home cook and the hands-on gourmet who 
is prepared to reframe their view on wild 
game. The Wild Game Cookbook helps keen cooks 
rediscover this organic, sustainable, and ver-
satile meat. The book features delicious reci-
pes that range from fine dining, to everyday 
meals, insightful information of handling 
and preparation, and aesthetic photography. 

Unleash the rich flavors of truly wild game 
with these recipes, and help save forests at 
the same time. Tapping into those natural 
food reserves can help rebalance woodland, 
where in the absence of pre dators such as 
wolves, many populations of deer and boar 
have soared. By far the most tasteful way of 
solving this problem is by eating it. 

WHAT TO EXPECT
• 39 easy, varied, and tasty game recipes 

using the whole animal
• Extensive information about the 

 animals and preparation techniques
• Info on the necessities of game hunting 

and its environmental benefits
• Beautiful photography of the wilderness 

and “Nordic” aesthetics

MIKAEL EINARSSON 
is the chef of Brasserie Astoria in Stockholm. 
Einarsson has extensive culinary experience, 
having worked in a variety of kitchens. 
The Wild Game Cookbook is his fourth book 
and his first with gestalten.

HUBBE LEMON 
is a forester, hunter and game manager at 
Skebo mill in Sweden. He has been hunting 
and fishing since he was 10 years old, and 
spends time in the forest throughout the 
year. This is his first book.

9  783967  040562
R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 2

By: Hubbe Lemon & Mikael Einarsson 
Features: Full color, hardcover, 
stitch bound, 204 pages,  
18 × 24 cm, 7 × 9 ½ inches 
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-056-2
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1 A view in the kitchen on market day.

2 A crate of multicolored courgettes sitting on the terrace.

T H E  D A Y  O F  T H E  F I R S T  C O U R G E T T E S 
I S  A  S I G N  T H A T  S P R I N G  I S  I N  F U L L 

S W I N G .  F L O W E R S  A R E  T U R N E D  I N T O 
B E I G N E T S  I M M E D I A T E L Y  A N D  T H E 

F I R M ,  S T I C K Y  F L E S H  W I L L  B E  A T  I T S 
B E S T  R AW  O R  B A R E L Y  C O O K E D .

1 5 6 F A L LE A R L Y

I remember the first night I tasted halloumi like others remember their first kiss. It 
was in a candlelit, 16th-century Andalusian courtyard, so I’ d venture to say it was 
also more romantic than most first kisses. I didn’t even know of its existence before 
that blessed evening, which made the discovery all the more delightful. In a single 
blow it made a compelling case for skipping meat and ruined a probably much more 
reasonable tofu alternative (it would take me years to reconsider). As the Cyprus 
cheese got more fashionable it also became easier to find, opening the  possibility of 
cooking it at home.
Here, its salty taste and thick texture plays well with the softness of eggplant and 
benefits from the tangy kick of pomegranate and tomatoes.

Heat up 4 tablespoons of the olive oil in a non-stick pan, add the onion, Aleppo 
pepper, and ground coriander. Stir with a spatula and leave to cook on medium 
heat for 3 – 5 minutes before adding the eggplant. Add 4 more tablespoons of olive 
oil, salt, and pepper. Stir, cover, and leave to cook for 15 minutes on medium-high 
heat. Check regularly and add more olive oil if it sticks. The eggplant should be 
light brown and soft.

Meanwhile, put your tomatoes and pomegranate seeds in a bowl, season with salt, 
pepper, and 2 tablespoons of olive oil. Leave at room temperature until serving.

When your eggplant and onions are halfway done, heat up a flat plan on high heat 
to cook the halloumi. Lay the slices on the hot pan, no oil needed. Depending on the 
cheese, it will take a few minutes on each side. Cook until well browned.

Turn off the heat on both pans. Mix the lemon juice and grated garlic into the 
 eggplant with a wooden spoon.

Assemble the ingredients in a bowl, starting with the eggplant followed by the 
 tomatoes and pomegranate, the halloumi slices, and a good bunch of chopped fresh 
coriander. Serve with flatbread on the side.

This recipe also works 
well with either only 

tomatoes or only 
pomegranate seeds.

Feel free to roll 
this into a flatbread 

for a decadent, 
 albeit  probably messy, 

sandwich.

S E R V E S  2  A S  A  M A I N

C O O K I N G  T I M E     2 5  M I N U T E S

E G G P L A N T  A N D 
H A L L O U M I  B O W L

I N G R E D I E N T S

10 tbsp. olive oil
1 medium-sized sweet 

 onion, cut in ½ in.  
(1 cm) slices

2 tsp. Aleppo pepper
2 tsp. ground coriander
14 oz. (400 g) white  

or zebra eggplants,  
cut lengthwise in  
2 ½ × ½ in. (6 × 1 cm) 
slices

4 ½ oz. (130 g) tomatoes, 
diced

6 oz. (170 g) pomegranate 
seeds

7 oz. (200 g) halloumi 
cheese, cut in ½ in.  
(1 cm) slices

juice of half a lemon
1 garlic clove, grated 
salt, pepper
a small bouquet of  

fresh coriander
a few flatbreads, to serve 

(for a homemade 
 version see 
the man’ouche  
recipe p. 128, just  
hold the za’atar)

A SPOONFUL OF SUN

Mediterranean Cookbook 
for All Seasons

A modern approach to Mediterranean cuisine using 
seasonal, affordable, easy-to-find ingredients.

Provence is a feast for the senses that epito-
mises the French art of slow living. At the 
heart of it, there is always a table. In this 
book, cook Pauline Chardin shares over 50 
of her delicious, healthy, and—best of all—
easy recipes that are structured along the 
seasons. This is more than just a cookbook. 
With a keen sense for design, Chardin knows 
that the eye takes the first bite. 

A Spoonful of Sun lavishes us with aes-
thetic pleasures too, taking us around the 
house Chardin designed for herself, into 
the  irresistible surrounds of her Provençal 
home, and back to what matters most: the 
food on the table.

PAULINE CHARDIN
is a French creative director, food expert, 
stylist, and photographer. Her work and 
lifestyle have been featured in publications 
such as Milk Magazine, AD, or Ignant. She  
lives in Provence, in a house she designed 
with her partner.

Editors: gestalten & Pauline Chardin 
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 256 pages,  
24 × 30 cm, 9½ × 11 ¾ inches 
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-036-4
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SADDLE OF LAMB
Carefully clean the bones from the 
saddle of lamb and wrap them in  
aluminium foil. Season the meat all 
over with salt and pepper. Heat the 
vegetable oil and 1 tablespoon of butter 
in a frying pan and sear the saddle of 
lamb briefly on all sides. Place the meat 
on a rack and cook in an oven preheated 
to 160 °C for 10–12 minutes. Take it out 
and let it rest for a few minutes, then 
place meat in the oven again for ano
ther 8 minutes. Shortly before serving, 
foam the remaining butter together 
with the herbs and garlic in a pan and 
briefly toss the saddle of lamb in it. 
Then cut into 4 portions and season  
the cut surfaces with salt and pepper. 

ARTICHOKE BOTTOMS
Break the hard stems off of the arti
chokes and remove the outer leaves. 
Trim the artichokes by about half, 
remove the hair and carefully peel  
the bottoms. Cut the bottoms of the 
artichokes straight off at the bottom 
and rub all over with lemon juice to  
prevent them from discolouring. Heat 
the vegetable oil and 1 tbsp butter and 
sauté the onion rings in it. Add the thy
me sprig and the garlic clove and degla
ze with the white wine. Salt the articho
ke bottoms and add them. Pour in the 
chicken stock and simmer gently until 
the artichoke bottoms are soft. Before 
serving, cream the remaining 3 table
spoons of butter. Drain the artichoke 
bottoms and toss them in the hot butter 
until they have taken on a slight colour. 
Keep basting with the hot butter. 

EGGPLANT RAGOUT
Mix the dried aubergines and the  
baked tomatoes with some tomato  
ketchup and heat the mixture. Season 
the aubergine ragout with a little dark 
balsamic vinegar, a little honey, a little 
lemon juice, salt, and pepper. 

SAUTÉED SPINACH
Foam the butter and briefly sauté the 
spinach, spring onion rings, and baked 
tomatoes in it. Season with salt and 
serve.

PLATING
Arrange the sautéed spinach in the  
centre of 4 deep plates. Place 1 arti
choke base on each. Fill the aubergine 
ragout into the artichoke bottoms using 
a ring. Place 1 lamb cutlet on each and 
garnish with fresh young spinach  
leaves. Finally, garnish with a generous 
amount of lamb jus. 

SADDLE OF LAMB 
IN ARTICHOKE BOTTOMS 

WITH AUBERGINE

SADDLE OF LAMB

–   600 g saddle of lamb with bone of 
Poltinger lamb, trimmed

–   Salt
–   Black pepper from the mill
–   1 tbsp neutral vegetable oil
–   2 tbsp butter
–   2 tbsp freshly chopped herbs 

(parsley, thyme, rosemary)
–   1 tsp chopped garlic

ARTICHOKE BOTTOMS

–  4 large Breton artichokes
–  A little lemon juice for drizzling
–  1 tbsp neutral vegetable oil
–  4 tbsp butter
–  1 onion, cut into fine rings
–  1 sprig of fresh thyme
–  1 clove of garlic, pressed
–  100 ml dry white wine
–  Salt
–  1 l poultry stock

EGGPLANT RAGOUT

–  3–4 tbsp dried, fine eggplant cubes
–  3–4 tbsp chopped baked tomatoes
–  Some tomato ketchup
–  Some dark aceto balsamic vinegar
–  Some liquid honey
–  Some lemon juice
–  Salt
–  Black pepper from the mill

SAUTÉED SPINACH

–  1 tbsp butter
–  200 g young spinach, rinsed
–  1 tbsp finely sliced leek rings
–  1 tbsp chopped roasted tomatoes
–  Salt

PLATING

–  Fresh young spinach leaves;  
lamb jus
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HANS HA AS & SIGI SCHELLING

IKARUS INVITES THE WORLD’S BEST CHEFS

Exceptional Recipes  
and International Chefs  
in Portrait: Volume 8

Explore Haute Cuisine with inspiring chefs 
at Salzburg’s Hangar-7.

Spearheading a new style of hospitality, each 
month Restaurant Ikarus lets a different 
international star chef take over its kitchen. 
Responsible for the individual design of the 
menu whether it is fusion cuisine, molecular 
gastronomy, or a style synonymous with 
their homeland, innovation, and personal 
flair are the key ingredients. Under a dazz-
ling ceiling made from almost 2,000 panes 
of glass inside Salzburg’s Hangar-7, these 
culinary masters are reaching for the stars. 

Ikarus Invites the World’s Best Chefs docu-
ment’s the journey towards the plate, explain-
ing how the talented teams involved rise to 
the challenge and passionately recreate these 
bespoke menus. A sizzling mix of personal 
commentaries and processes which pave the 
way to perfection, this book grants an invita-
tion to the top table.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Insights into Hangar-7 and the esteemed 

Restaurant Ikarus’ gourmet cuisine
• A inspirational book for bons vivants 

who appreciate fine dining and unique 
dining concepts

• Surveying the talent, dedication, and 
team spirit crucial in the maintenance 
and excellence of a high calibre restaurant

• Detailed information on how a selection 
of dishes are prepared, step by step

• For professionals and dedicated 
 amateurs alike

• Featured chefs include Ángel León, 
Enrico Bartolini, Eckart Witzigmann, 
Henrique Sá Pessoa, Niclas Jönsson & 
Daniel Höglander

R E L E A S E  ( E U R O P E  &  U K ) :  J U LY  2 0 2 2
R E L E A S E  ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) :  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2

By: Martin Klein & Uschi Korda
Editor: Pantauro  
Features: Full color, hardcover,  
stitch bound, 344 pages,  
24.9 × 33.5 cm, 9¾ × 13 inches 
Price: € 59.95 (D) £ 45 $ 80 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-028-9
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ÁNGEL LEÓN

WH E N E VE R iculinary revolutions have taken 

place in recent decades, the Spanish have been  

right at the forefront. In their kitchens, pioneering  

techniques and new tastes have been devised that 

have been a breath of fresh air all over the world.  

This is a tradition that Ángel León continues on the 

Andalusian coast near Cádiz. Fed by his love of the 

sea, here he concocts a cuisine of the future that 

unfolds exclusively using ingredients from the sea.  

It’s a compelling vision with which the three-star  

chef inspires gourmets from all over the world  

in his restaurant Aponiente.

 S A M P L E  C O V E R 
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TURKEY

Community  
and Subterfuge  
in Turkey’s 
Coffeehouses
Circa 1550, Istanbul: Ottoman 
coffeehouses began opening, quickly 
becoming popular community  
gathering places—and causing a 
decrease in attendance at mosques.

The Ottoman Empire controlled or had an administra
tive presence in much of southeastern Europe, North 
Africa, and western Asia for much of the  second millen
nium. Founded in the 1300s, the capital of the Empire 
was, for the majority of the era, Istanbul. Historians 
believe that kahve (coffee) was introduced to Turkish 
society after the Ottoman Empire seized Yemen in 
1538, during the reign of Sultan Süleyman (known 
as Suleiman the Magnificent in the West). In Yemen, 
members of mystical orders, or Sufis, drank  coffee to 
stay awake for their nightly religious  devotions. Others 
believe it may have arrived in Turkey via Egypt (ruled 
by the Ottomans since 1517) where coffee is believed 
to have been introduced a few decades earlier.

Cemal Kafadar, professor of Turkish studies at 
Harvard University, notes in his essay How Dark is 
the History of the Night, How Black the Story of Coffee, 
How Bitter the Tale of Love: The Changing Measure of 
Leisure and Pleasure in Early Modern Istanbul that the 
earliest mention found, thus far, of coffee in Istanbul 
was in 1539. A grand admiral registered property that 

included a kahve odası, a Turkish coffee room or cham
ber. Kafadar also notes that the Ottoman historian 
İbrahim Peçevi’s records around a century  later are 
widely accepted to detail the first kahvehanes (coffee
houses) in Istanbul, which Peçevi said started to 
 appear around the 1550s.

Ottoman coffeehouses quickly became part of the 
everyday fabric of society. They were secular spaces, 
providing a “third place” for men from various  ethnic 
and religious backgrounds to meet, discuss, and share 
 stories and knowledge. Coffee’s stimulating effects were 
beloved in Ottoman society—and the  caffeinated fervor 
of these places was a key draw. Packed with  intellectuals, 
writers, businessmen, dissidents, and spies, coffee
houses were meeting places, hothouses of debate, and 
community gathering spaces. 

The Turkish brewing method results in an ex
tremely hot, strong coffee filled with telve (coffee sedi
ment), which needs to settle before the drink is sipped. 
It was drunk without milk, and initially without sugar, 
which was not widely available at the time. Drinking 
coffee was not supposed to be done on the go—the 
development of the coffeehouse created a dedicated 
space in which to sit and enjoy your brew with leisure.

Gradually, as the kahvehanes became a central 
part of Ottoman social life, some religious men became 
displeased at the decreased attendance at mosques. 
Peçevi states in his seventeenth century record of the 
Ottoman Empire, Tarih-i Peçevi (Pecevi’s History), that 

“the Imams and muezzins and pious hypocrites said: 
‘people have become addicts of the coffeehouse;  nobody 
comes to the mosques!’ The ulema (Muslim scholars 
with specialist knowledge of Islamic law) said, ‘It is a 
house of evil deeds; it is better to go to the wine tavern 
than there.’ The preachers, in particular, made great 
efforts to forbid it.” 

Throughout the seventeenth century, the govern
ment linked periods of social unrest to coffeehouses.   

144144

Cafecito
Cuban Coffee

Before the cafetera (stovetop espresso maker), the strong, small, and sweet cafecito (known elsewhere as café 
cubano) was made by boiling water, sugar, and coffee and filtering it through a colador (cloth filter). Today in Cuba, 
ground dark-roasted beans are brewed in a cafetera or espresso machine, the first few drops whisked with sugar  
to create a thick espuma (foam).

Notes: 
You can use ordinary cane sugar instead, but demerara sugar adds a distinct molasses flavor. If you like it with 
milk, you can either top it up with warmed milk to taste or add a dash of evaporated milk. Beat the sugar for 
longer than you think—it takes a while to foam.

1 small cup dark-roast coffee  
made with a cafetera (see method, page 142),  
or, a double espresso (see method, page 36)

1 tsp demerara sugar

Put the sugar in your serving cup. 

If using a cafetera (stovetop espresso maker), pour the first ½ tsp  
of coffee that reaches the top chamber over the sugar in the cup 
and return the cafetera to the heat to continue brewing. If using 
espresso, extract the first couple of drips over the sugar in the  
cup, then extract the remainder into a (prewarmed) small vessel 
that you can pour from. 

Using a spoon or a small whisk, vigorously beat the sugar and 
coffee into a paste, continuing until slightly foamed—this is  
your espuma. 

When the rest of your coffee is done extracting, pour it carefully 
into the espuma so that, when the cup is full, the espuma is largely 
sitting on top of your drink. 

If the sugar paste was not beaten until foamy, or too little liquid 
was used, it can sit heavily at the bottom of the cup. If this  
seems to be happening, stop pouring and whisk again with the 
extra liquid.
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SPILL THE BEANS

Global Coffee Culture  
and Recipes

A caffeinated tour that unveils the richness 
of coffee culture, the history of beans, stories, 
and recipes from around the world.

Coffee is the world’s cup. Over 2.25 billion 
are brewed, sipped, and savored daily. A loyal 
companion and energetic facilitator of every 
day, coffee has sprouted an entire cafe culture 
and a booming industry.

Spill the Beans takes the reader on a journey 
through Ethiopia, Guatemala, Vietnam, and 
many other countries in between, exploring 
the myriad ways in which coffee is produced, 
traded, and enjoyed. An essential title for 
armchair travelers, curious foodies, and cafe-
hoppers alike, this java journey demonstrates 
that there’s a vast world of coffee beyond the 
ubiquitous flat white. This book is an ‘extra 
hot’ commodity, maybe it is time to sample it?

LANI KINGSTON 
is a food writer, researcher, and consultant, 
with a focus on coffee, chocolate, and 
sustainable food. She holds Master’s degrees 
in both Food Studies and Education, a 
degree in Film and Television, and barista 
and pastry chef qualifications. This, her third 
book on coffee, summarizes years of 
research and aims to honor and pay respect 
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